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(By Special Leased vrin to Ne7 Mexican)
Hamilton, Bermuda, Jan. 11. The
United States Scout Cruiser Birmingham arrived here and is now lying
in the dock yards. The destroyer
l
is lying off St. George's.
One Hundred Seventy-TwDrowned.
Bucharest, Roumania, Jan. 11. The
Russian steamer Russ has foundered
during a gale in the Black Sea with
a whole of her passengers and crew,
'..otalling 172 persons.
American Consul Among Drowned.
11.
Jan.
Bucharest, Roumania,
The Russ,' which was under command
of Captain P. A. Homoff, and belonged to the Russian Steam Navigation
Company of the Black Sea anJ The
Danube, was steaming from Galatz to
Odessa. Among her passengers were
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were Carl Anuseff, who recently was apconsul general at
received yesterday in the office of the pointed Russian
and
his
Galatz,
family.
R.
of
J. Palen:
New Mexico,
treasurer
Celso Lopez, treasurer of Santa Fe
county, ?1,542."9; William B. Stapp, GOVERNOR COLQUITT ASKS
c'.erk of the fourth judicial district,
FOR FRANK HOLLOWAY.
yon account of clerks' fees, $G80.20;
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish wardMurderer
and Bank
Robber Wanted by the Texas
en, on account of game
protection
fund S1.50.
Authorities.
The following sums of money were
received in the office of the treasurer (By Special Leased wire, to New Mexican i
Austin, Texas, Jan. 11. Governor
of New Mexico, R. J. Palen: Jackson McGee, treasurer of Grant county, Colquitt today requested the govern
of Illinois to grant a requisition
$4,205.27; Lee G. Pearson, treasurer of or
for
Frank Holloway, alias Robert
RoQuay county, $2,159.04; Raymundo
mero, treasurer of Torrance county, Huntley, arrested in Chicago and
wanted in Wilbarger county, in con$981.42; Will N. Robins, treasurer of
nection with the robbery of the Bank
Sierra county, $3,481.89.
at Harrold. Holloway recently made
Homestead Contest.
startling confessions implicating him
Placido Trujillo, of Mountainair, has self in various robberies.
filed an application in the general
land office to contest the claim of Lucas Serna to a homestead in the vicinTWENTY-SI- X
ity of Mountainair, on the grounds
that the latter did not meet the condiThe constitution of the State of
Mexico says:
"The governor of the state, imme
diately upon his qualifying and entering upon the duties of his office shall
issue his proclamation convening the
legislature at the seat of government
on a day to be specified therein, not
less than thirty nor more than sixty
days after the date of said proclamation."
It is reported that Governor
will call the legislature to
convene about March 4. Within ten
days after convening, the legislature,
is directed by the constitution to
"proceed to the election of two senators of the United States for the State
of New Mexico."

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis. Ind., Jan. 11. Detec

to
(By Snenial Leased Wire to New Mexlcanl (Ry Fppcinl Leased
Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11. AnSSiSiSiSiSiSiSISiXJVSiSiXSiS;
tive William J. Burns was not guilty
drew
Senate.
his testiCarnegie,
ot the crime of kidnapping when he V
In session at 2p. m.
S mony before the House Steel Trust
Lorimer election inquiry re- - S Committee today, declared that the
captured John J. McXamara here and
betook him to California, last April. Fed
day of competition had passed
sumod, with Senator Lorimer
cause of the ability of manufacturers
eral Judge Anderson indicated today
again on the stand. Day large- ' Men,"
that such would be his ruling. The
ly devoted to reading from Chi- - V to fix and maintain prices.
he- suid, "have been able to sit down
judge said the case against .Burns
cago papers.
and agree to fix prices and maintain
was without merit.
Interstate Commerce Com- them."
cnittee continued hearing on
Arguments on Kidnapping.
"Do you believe that the situt'.tion
Si
trust problems. '
Indianapolis, lud., Jan. 11. Argu
today destroys competition?" he was
ment on the kidnapping charge was Si
House.
aikfd.
Met at noon.
begun today. The action came up on N
"Certainly."
Detective Burns' petition in a habeas V
Insurgent fight over Repib- - S
"Tin at men in these corporations
lican Leader Mann's selection
corpus proceeding for permanent re
meet somewhere today to fix and
lease from an indictment by th j Marof regular Republican as sue- maintain prices?"
ion county grand jury charging him V cessor to Madison of Kansas,
"I think that it is obvious."
with kidnapping.
i
insurgent on Rules commitMr. Carnegie was asked if he agreed
In
Because Burns could not reach
tee.
?k
today with views he expressed two
dianapolis until 4 p. m. today, Judge
Andrew Cornegie continued
years ago, urging government control
Anderson withheld the formal record
testimony before steel trust in- of corporations and regulations of
of his decision until that time.
He
quiry committee. Declared day
prices.
stated to the attorneys, however, Si of competition had passed.
"I still adhere to them," he anthat the fact alone that McXamara S
Sugar trust inquiry resumed Si swered.
tad pleaded gutfty in California wip V with W. P. Willeit, of New
"I believe the government should
ed away any faults, if such there V
York, a technical witness.
regulate maximum prices."
were, as to the manner in which the
Clark's
friends
Speaker
think it an unfortunate
"Don't
dynamiter had been taken out of the V claim the first instructed dele- - X condition?"you
to
not
be
wish
did
said
slate. He
he
gates for him- in the selection S
"I think the time has arrived when
understood as holding
that Burns S of
presidential delegates in the Si that, is necessary and I point to the
violated any regulations whatever in
seventh Kansas district
Interstate Commerce
Commission,
taking McXamara.
V.
V Si
V S
V
which has brought order, peace and
Burns Rendered Signal Service.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11. Repub- justice out of chaos in the railroad
Judge Anderson described Burns as lican insurgency brolie out in the business."
"a man wN has done signal service House today for the first time at this
Carnegie a Free Trader.
for his country," and said it was im- session of Congress, when
Mr. Carnegie reiterated his tariff
Insurgent
proper that an indictment and a Leader Norris, of Nebraska
bolted views. He declared that the steel inthreat of having to go to the peniten- Republican Leader Mann's selection dustry needed no protective tariff and
of Philip Campbell of Kansas, a regu- that Congress need have no fear that
tiary should stand against him.
It is believed that the court's atti lar, to succeed the late E. H. Maddi-so- foreign steel would flood the Ameritude toward Burns also will apply to
of Kansas,
insurgent, on the can market.
James Hosick the detective of Los House committee on rules. Mr. NorHow Carnegie Got Contracts.
ris nominated
Victor Murdock
of
Angeles who assirted him.
Washington, I). C, Jan. 11. Mr.
Kansas, insurgent.
Sensational Testimony.
Carnegie gave the committee several
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 11. "Con
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11. When illustrations of his power to get businer told me that Gunrey, Mizner, him Mr. Norris nominated Mr. Murdock, ness when he was in the steel martions necessary to obtain a patent, r
self. Bender, Maple and Charles Ste Speaker Clark ruled that the Murdock ket.
the law. If the contest is sustainKILLED vens
planned to dynamite the Hall of nomination would have to be voted
"Why, take rails, for instance," he
ed, Trujillo will file on the claim in
Records, and that he, with Bender and upon as a substitute for that of Camp- continued. "I had many close
question.
bell.
Maple, were told to do the work."
in the railroad business. I remember
Notaries Public Appointed.
Attempted to Ambush Body This statement by Mansell Parks Democratic Leader Jnderwood urg- once the Union Pacific had asked for
Governor William J. Mills yesterwas 'today's contribution by" the state ed ail' Xn&tocraifc
'i,r.4tut Camp- bids iof Vti.tidt) ttftfu of iliis, una h
of American Troops on
day appointed the following persons
to the sensations of the trial of Ben bell and sustain the Republican lead bids were to he opened at Omaha. All
notaries public: Katherine G. SulliJolo Island
I
Conners, charged with conspiracy to er. Mr. Norris said he was not bound my competitors were out there.
van, Las Vegas, San Miguel county;
destroy the county building.
walked over to Sidney Dillon, of the
by any party caucus.
Numa C. Frenger, Las Cruces, Dona
Get Away Money.
Former Speaker Cannon, Represen- Union Pacific, in New York. I had
Ana county; Francisco Crespin, Santa LIEUT. MCGEE
SHOT TWICE
He said that when he delivered the tatives Berger, the Socialist, and oth- once got them a loan of something
Rosa, Guadalupe county.
letter from Conners to Gunrey. ask- ers broke into the fight and a general like $C(i0,onil.
The following were this morning
ing for "get away" money, Timmons, "old time" political debate then en"I told Dillon about the bids, and
commissioned
notaries public by Only One Other American Sol was with Gunrey.
sued.
asked him if the Caniegie rails were
Governor William J. Mills:
Ed C.
Looks Bad for Union Labor.
The House finally sustained Repub- satisfactory. He said they were. "I
dier Wounded During the
Lincoln
county;
Ffingsten, Nogal,
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 11. Parks' lican leader Mann by defeating the said, I want the Union Pacific to do
Hot Fight.
Elmer F. Oille, Raton, Colfax county.
ex- nomination of
declaration was made on
Murdock, by 107 to lfi". business with me and I will give you
It is Judge Alarid Now.
amination today. Gunrey is the man Twenty-sivoted in fa- the lowest price."
Republicans
t
Judge-elecProbate
Canuto Alarid ?By Special Leased Wire to New Jtexrcan) whose name was brought in connec- vor of Murdock, the remainder of his
He said "all right Carnegie," and I
Moros tion with the letter introduced, pho- votes
Manila, Jan. 11. Twenty-siyesterday qualified for his important
Democratic.
being
the 70,000 ton contract. Now
got.
office.
His bond for $5,000 was ap- were killed today while they were tographically, in evidence yesterday
Voted Down AgMn.
what's the use of a corporation fightInsurgents
Amera
ambush
R.
and
to
of
McFie
asked
for
John
body
in which Conners
money
proved by Judge
attempting
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11 Mr.
against sura an influence as
Judge Alarid took the oath of office ican troops on the island of Jolo. In with which to get out of the country. Mann's selection of Representative ing
that?"
the course of the fighting, Lieuten- The Misner named by Parks is E. A.
before Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz.
Campbell for the rules committee,
Mr. Carnegie also related how he
ant McGee of the Second cnvalry Misner, an official of the organized was
Homestead Entries.
then agreed to. Mr. Norris im- had given a credit to Collis O. P.
was shot twice and one American sol- mechanics who walked out of tha
The following homestead entries
mediately
proposed
Representative Huntington, president of the Union
dier was wounded.
railroad shops last year.
Ward Burton of Washington, a Repub Pacific, at a ti:ne when Huntington
were recorded in the local land office
Tomorrow.
He
Leave
Stevens' first name is Charles.
Troops
as a member of the was "Hard up."
lican
utlago:!, I'apiisa
yesterday: Roque
Manila, Jan. 11. The United States in now serving a two year term in House insurgent,
committee on "Sugar Trust"
Gardner Becomes Agitated.
Junction; Antonio X.iranjo, Pagosi transport Logan with the troops for San Quentin
for having beaten a affairs to succeed
Madison. The
Junction; Alexander A. Shelton, China on board, probably will leave
Gardner
(Mass.)
LleRepresentative
tho
employed by
House voted this down, 1C7 to 21, and Mr.
Mountainair; Benjamin Fielder,
Carnegie had a tilt about the
here at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning. wellyn Iron Works after the union without debate.
Edward Sackett, Albuquer- All the troops will sleep on board to- men struck.
price of steel rails, Mr. Gardner beLorimer Tells of Politics.
que; Manuel y Valdez, Tierra Amaril-la- ; night.
coming quite agitated, ond Mr. CarParks declared that these men
Washington, D. C, Jan. 11 Details negie refusing to be flustered. After
Enrique. Espinosa, Black Lake;
were on the iron workers' strike comof the Band of Hope, the Hopkins a colloquy, the witness repeated his
Pedro Garduno, Chaperito; Tuniniti-b- TWO BANK ROBBERS
information
Conner's
and
that
mittee,
and the Hopkins original contention, that he believed
Morales, Anton Chrico; James P.
ARRAIGNED FOR CRIME. was given to him on May 1, when he Helping Handers,
Matty, Cowles;
TheopiHs Harmon,
met the prisoner on the way to Apple Barrel, nil things more or less $2S a ton a reasonable charge for
A. M. Kleybocker,
synonomous with Republican politics steel rails at the present time.
Wagon Mound;
John McNamara Held for Dynamiting Needles.
Stanley.
Parks also brought the name of J. in Illinois in the Senatorial fight of
Branch of Bank of Montreal
Postmaster Resigns.
E. Timmons, local chief of the Struc 1908 and 1909 were told by Senator EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY FOR
Dean's Bail $1,000.
A telegram received here yesterday
tural Iron Workers Union into the Lorimer today before the Committee
CALIFORNIA MURDERERS.
of Senators investigating his election.
by Judge E. R. Wright announces the (By Special Teased Wire to New Mexlcanl case today.
takMcNawas
11.
session
of
John
the morning
Part
Others Implicated.
Initiative Petition for Abolishment of
resignation of A. E. Carter from the New York, Jan.
postmastership of Tucumcari. No mara, alias "Australian Mack," who Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 11. Parks en up by the reading of political
Capital Punishment May Delay
reason was given. A number of ap is charged with having been on Sep also testified that the others who were stories printed by Chicago papers at
Executions.
elecof
of
one
15
the
Senator
tember
Lorimer
time
of
the
gang
the
been
burglars
plications for the position have
(By Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican)
meetings at which Gunrey, Misner,
robbed
the
readon
and
which
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 11. A petidynamited
filed, but no action has been taken on
Stevens, Conners, Maple and Bender tion. Judge Hanecy insisted
them. Carter has been postmaster at vaults of the branch of the Bank of were said to have planned the de- ing them in mil to the committee. He tion calling for the repeal of the capiTucumcari since tbe town was estab- Montreal at New Westminster, B. C, struction of the Hall of Records, were said they would support his conten- tal punishment law was put in circulished.
abstracting $240,000 in gold and nego C. L. Mars and Aber D. Haven, iron tion that Hopkins could never have lation here today. An appeal to Govtiable paper, today was held by U. S. workers.
been elected with the opposition of ernor Johnson to reprieve all prisonThe Equitable Fire.
Governor Deneen and that Senator ers now condemned to death, until the
Jaqobo Chavez, superintendent of Commissioner Shields without bail for
examination January 25.
Lorimer was the only man at the time voters shall have had an opportunity
insurance, Santa Fe N. M.
EFFORT TO SAVE LIFE
Dean Arraigned.
Effects of fire in Equitable Life
who could be elected with Democratic to declare themselves, preceded it.
MURDERER.
BOSTON
OF
Los Angeles,
Calif., Jan. 11.
Four men were sentenced to hang
votes.
much exaggerated. Security and polione of
Sen Quentin tomorrow and after
at
third
was
This
Senator
Lorimer's
cy vaults thought intact. Surplus ade- Charles Dean, under arrest as
SenDeath
of
Commutation
of Fight for
the men who robbed the Bank
Governor
considerable
as
a
witness.
agitation,
quate, hence n'ossible loss to
day
tence of Baptist Minister
Johnson yesterday commuted the sen
record's save those of ex- Montreal at New Westminster, Cana
Richeson.
tence of one to life imprisonment and
ecutive correspondence and actuarial da, was arraigned before Police Judge (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
others for several
departments, safe in another building. Rose today on a statutory charge
X reprieved two
MARCH
OF
LINE
The fourth man, Mark A.
Home office building for years not Trial was set for January 19, and bail
Mass., Jan. 11. It is ex
X months.
Boston,
PARADE.
INAUGURAL
FOR
counted asset above land value. Prob- fixta at $1,000. Dean was arraigned pected that within the next two weeks
Wilkins, found guilty of the murder
The military escort, consist- C. W. Howard, which he asserted
ably little disturbance of company's
an appeal will be sent to Governor
X of a woman in Oakland will be hang
of
F
E
the
and
of
Company
ing
ed tomorrow
unless the governor
regular Jmsiness. Am in close touch was his true name. The arraignment Foss and the executive council in an
militia, will leave the Palace X heeds the
of those behind the
with situation. Please give publicity was a formality observed to prevent. effort to save the life of Rev. Clar
request
down
hotel
Washingmarching
movement.
initiative
of thjs that policy holders may be as- habeas corpus proceedings and to hold ence Richeson, condemned to death
X
ton avenue to San Francisco
the prisoner until a Canadian officer for the murder of Avis Linnell. The
sured.
Street, down San Francisco to
arrives.
WM. H. HOTCHKISS,
senof
the
commutation
a
for
fight
Don Gaspar avenue to the Cap- - X GOVERNOR HARMON MAKES
Superintendent of Insurance of New
tence will be financed by Moses Grant
PLEA FOR ECONOMY,
itol. Returning, the escort will
Cruces for attempt to kill, to Captain Edmands, father of Miss Violet
York.
to X
leave
the
Capitol,
mounted police
returning
of
the
Fred
Fornoff,
the former fiancee of Mr.
Democrat on That Platform
Arrests By Mounted Police.
the Plaza by way of Don Gas- - Si Declares Be
describes Baca as Richeson.
Mounted Policeman Lambert of Cim- here. The letter
Will
Elected to Presidency
Si
Plaza
around
the
about
thence
par,
feet
high weighing
arron arrested and obtained the con- being six
This Year.
X
to
avenue
Lincoln
and
down
hair
AMBASSADOR BACON TO
viction of Eugene Arnold and Antonio 180 pounds, of dark complexior,
Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
(Py
Palto
the
the Federal building
and eyes. He wore a small mustache
Chicago, 111., Jan. 11. Economy in
FRANCE HAS RESIGNED.
Apodaca of South Ponil, Colfax coun
ace hotel by way of Washing- - Si the conduct of the national governwhen last seen.
ty, last week for breaking the game
Si ment and tariff reform were declared
ton avenue.
E. E. Cole, under sheriff, writes Is Elected a Fellow of Harvard Unilaw. The two men were fined $50
he has under
doors to the Hall of Rep-- St by Governor Judson Harmon of Ohio,
The
to
and
Return
Will
each. Mr. Lambert was in the moun from Atoka, Okla., that
versity
name of
resentatives at the Capitol will Si in a speech at the Iroquois Club lunchUnited States.
tains looking for cattle rustlers when arrest there, a orman by the
is
who
and
Sinclair
Jessie
be opened at 10 a. m., but if Si eon given in his honor here today, to
Cyncler
he met the hunters who were breakwanted in New Mexico on the charge (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the weather is fair, the in- - Si be the vital issues of the day. Inciing the law.
of forgery and other serious offences.
Jan. 11. Robert Bacon, ameercisei will f.ke Si dentally, the governor predicted that
Paris,
augural
Offenders.
Inquiries for
The man is not known in the office bassador of the United States at Parplace on the outside main Si a Democratic nominee, for president,
The sheriff of Sandoval county sent of the mounted police here but in- is, today confirmed the report of his
stairway instead of in the Si who promises these reforms, would
the description of Ellas Baca, who is quiries are being made among the resignation. Mr. Bacon has been
Si bo elected this year by a large
Hall.
wanted so the sheriff says, at Las sheriffs of the several counties.
made a Fellow of Harvard University.
siSSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiS
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Ne-"Hear Ye'. Hear Ye! The honor-ibl- o
Mexican
Dallas, Texas, Jan. 11 The men- Supreme Court of the Territory
die ot meningitis m Dallas, and other jot .ew Mexico is adjourned sin'? die."
cities of north and east Texas has: With these words spoken
by Ireneo
instilled such fear among all classes Chaves, deimtv United StsitK marshal
ot population that, public gatherings tne court which
existed
for sixty
have been practically abandoned. years, closed lts records and
passed
Kven church meetings have been giv- away forever.
en up; society gatherings are rare;
The impressive ceremony of swearsalooti keeiH'ts say fear of the menin- ing in the new Supreme Court of the
gitis epidemic has caused a serious State of New Mexico drew a large
reduction in their trade, while wom- crowd last night to the Supreme Court
en's and men's club meetings sched- room in the capitol.
Shortly before
uled for the next ten days have been the judges of (ho territorial Supreme
The convention of the Court took their places on the bench,
postponed.
Texas Ice Cream Manufacturers As- - the judges-elec- t
cast lots, which gave
to them the following cl.nssifirs.tinn nr.
isoeiation which was
expected
bring 500 delegates here on January cording to length of term: Clarence J.
17 has been postponed.
While the Roberts ftie short term of five years,
state board of health yesterday found Richard H. Hanna, seven years" and
that epidemic conditions have im- Frank W. Parker the long term of
proved, there is no let up in the nine years. Judge Roberts having
fight airainst the malady.
diawn the short term was thereby
Quarantine Against Entire World. made chief justice. The respective
Groesbeck, Texas, Jan. 11. A quarwere written on slips of paper
antine "against, the- world" has been which were tossed inio a hat; Judge
All persons
established here.
are Hanna drew first. Judge Parker next
warned against buying railway tick- and Judge Roberts last.
ets to Groesbeck and the statement
At. S:"l) o'clock, the judges of the
Is made that, no persons will be per- tei ritorial Supreme Court took
mitted to leave trains at Groesbeck. places on the bench with John R.
Lime has been scattered through the McFie presiding in the place of Chief
streets. There has been no menin- Justice William IT. Pope who is abgitis here.
sent, at Washii.gton. D. C. This arNational Conference Frightened By rangement was a fitting compliment
to Judge McFie in recoguUion of his
Meningitis.
New York, Jan. 1!. The outbreak eighteen years of service on the suof spinal meningitis in Texas,
has preme bench of the Territory. Bedecided the National Association of sides Judge McFie, Frank W. Parker,
J.
Ice Cream Manufacturers to change Edward R. Wright and Clarence
their annual convention from Dallas Roberts, associate justices were present. William H. Pope, chief justice,
to Chicago January IS to 21.
Ira A. Abbott and Merritt C. Mechem,
associate justices, were absent.
After the opening of the court,
ELEVEN DAYS
Judge McFie spoke briefly and in appropriate terms of the record of the
old court and of his gratification that
the old regime had given place to a
ntwer and a more popular one. After
presenting the regrets of the absent
members of the territorial court at
Unprecedented Length of rt.eir inability to attend, in part he

(By Special Leased Wire to

th-ei-

ZERO WEATHE

"

Cold Wave Now Scourijing Wisconsin

fiflSAS
All

BURIED

l!J

-

'

x

M

Oat of Door Work Is Re
ported to Ce Impossible at
La Crosse.

Har-rima- n

strike-break-

o

,By

Sppcis.1 Leased

ple supply of food and fuel
at the disposal of the group
of ranchers and townspeople,
who
gathered at. the station with shouts
of welcome.
Out of Door Work Impossible.
La Crosse Wis., Jan. 11. For the
eleventh successive cay, the temperature tod;;y was below zero, the thermometer registering a minimum of 23
degrees below. Practically all out of
door work is impossible.
Colorado's Snow Fifteen Feet Deep.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 11. Snow began falling generally throughout the
state today accompanied by an average drop of 30 degrees in tempeiature
with the mercury hovering close to
zero. Snow has been falling steadily
for a week in the higher ranges of the
Continental divide and railroads report snow drifts in cuts and mountain
passes ranging from 10 to 15 feet
deep, necessitating the constant use
of rotary plows. The thaw of the last
two days saved thousand of cattle on
the eastern Colorado plains but stockmen fear that a continuance of the
present storm means serious losses if
the storm should develop into a blizzard, because of the weakened condition of the herds.
Worst Storm of the Winter.
Great Bend, Kaus., Jan. 11. Superintendent Kurns and Trainmaster
Ashcroft of the Atchison, Topoka &
Santa Fe, who came here from
to investigate the complaints
of poor service on the Scott
City
branch line since the late snow
storms, were tied up west of here today on their tour of inspection. Wires
went down and the worst storm of
the winter raged over this section today.
Forty-fou- r
Below Zero.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 11. "No moderation of consequence can yet be predicted," said Weather Forecaster Cox
regarding the
today, when asked
prospect of an early end to the cold
wave. The severest temperature in
the Plains States reported today was
at Pembina, N. D., 44 degrees below
zero.
Terrific Blizzard in Missouri.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 11. Coming
with, a pronounced drop In tempera
was-place-

a

on Page Fire.)

.

"The
always
ot the
S'ates.

Wire to New Mexlcanl

Jetmore, Kansas, Jan. 11. Bearing
the first shipment of provisions that
has reached snowbound Jetmore since.
December 2C, a Santa Fe train Arrived here today in charge of a committee of a hundred Jetmore citizens
led by Mayor Harry Brees-eAn am-

(Continued

.sati

Existed Sixty Years.
"The territorial Supreme Court of
New Mexico has existed for sixty
years but it meets tonight in final session. In a few minutes its record will
be closed and it will adjourn sine die.
The members of tbe court about to
pass away are gratified that Popular
government has come to the Territory. They give place to a state court
which the retiring court welcomes and
wishes well.

x

policy-h-

COOHT

Old-Tim-

.

Enact Laws-

olders

SUE

The United States Scout Cruiser Parks Declares He Was Directed A General
e
Political Interstate Commerce Commis" Big Convention at Dallas Called Dignified and Impressive CereBlow
Arrives
to
the
Hall
at
in
sion Points Way to SuccessHouse of
the
Debate
Birmingham
Up
Off Because of Frightful
monies Last Evening at
Bermudas.
of Records.
ful Control.
Pestilence.
the Capitol.
Representatives.

Con-

Days to

MC'CflLLL IS SAFE TESTIMONY 15

Territorial Supreme Court has
stood high in the estimation
Supreme Court of tbe United
Few of its decisions have
been reversed by the United Ptates
Supreme Court. Judge Henry B.
Brown of the Supreme Court of the
Tnited States, once said, at a dinner
given in the house of L. Bradford
of the Territory,
Pvince,
that New Mexico was to be congratu-Irteon the work accomplished by its
appellate court."
Tn closing, Judge McFie extended
the congratulations of the retiring
judges to their worthy successors and
wished them success in the administration of justice in the new state.

d

Oath Administered.
At the close of the remarks, Judge
McFie called on the judges-elec- t
to
take their places before the Bar and
the oath was administered. Judge
Roberts stood in the center with
Judge Hanna and Judge Parker to the
right and left respectively. The oath
was repeated in concert.
The final
minutes of the territorial court were
then read and approved and the members of the retiring court filed out
and the members of the new State
Supreme Court took their places on
the bench.
Tbe first session of the new court
vas then opened by Supreme Court
Clerk Jose D. Sena, he being chosen
again, and John R. McFie, Jr., being
selected for bailiff. The court then
took a recess until 10 o'clock a. m.,

January

17.

Final Entry.
The final entry in the record book
of the Territorial
Court
Supreme
reads as follows:
"Third day, Wednesday,
January
10, A. D., 1912. The court met pursuant to adjournment.
Present:
Honorable John R. McFie; Honorable
Frank W. Parker; Honorable Fdward
R Wright; Honorable Clarence J.
Roberts. Minutes of Thursday, January 4, were read and approved."
"Associate Justice John R. McFie,
after making some appropriate remarks administered the oath of office to the newly elected justices of
the Supreme Court of the State of
New Mexico, Honorable Clarence J.
Roberts, Honorable Richard H. Hanna
and Honorable Frank W. Parker. It is
ordered that the court do now adjourn
sine die."
The signature of John R. McFie, Associate Justice, follows.
Supreme Court Reporter.
There are at present twenty-fou- r
cases on the calendar for the new
(Continued

on.
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THE LADY AND THE BROOK.
(By S. E. Kiser, from Judge's

The Little Store
A Hapy New

M.

Faint ?

Library).
the sea
And babbling as it goes,
And once a maiden strolled with me
Along the way it flows.

A Brook is flowing to

!

Have you weak heart, dizzy feelings, oppressed
breathing after meals? Or do you experience pain
over the heart, shortness of breath on going
and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
poor circulation and bad blood? A heart tonic,
blood and
that has stood the test of
over 40 years of cures is
body-build-

Still it is doubtless murmuring
Along its winding way,
And lambs may play or birds

Dr.

may

sing
Upon its shores today.

PiercesGoIden Medical Discovery

The heart becomes regular as clock-worThe red
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
nsrves in turn are well fed. The arteries are filled
with good rich blood. That is why nervous debility,
irritability, fainting spells, disappear and are overcome by this alterative extract of medicinal roots
put up by Dr. Pierce without the use of alcohol.
Ask your neighbor. Many have been cured of
"
white swellings, etc., by taking
scrofulous conditions, ulcers,
Dr. Pierce's Discovery. Just the refreshing and vitalizing tonic needed for
in
from
fevers
convalescence
or for
tissue
excessive
anaemic,
waste,
people. Stick to this safe and sane remedy and refuse all "just
as good " kinds offered by the dealer who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing will do you half as much good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.

Ah, it is long since she and I
In springtime wandered there,
When not a cloud was in the sky,
Nor in our hearts a care.

"fever-sores,-

not know where she may be
'Tis long since we have met;

I do

But, like the brook, she probably
Is busy babbling yet.

NTER

Ll
AROUND

Southern
WE

GIVE

Corrr

REGISTER

the lowest 37 degrees below zero at JOHNSON WILL
Dulce on the 2Gth. Other low records
were as follows: Taylor, 32 degrees

THE STATE

Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.

BE BARRED
FROM NEW YORK.

below; Elizabethtown, 25 degrees beBy Special Jrfasoil Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Jan. 11 If Frank O'Neil
low; Abbot 24 degrees below; Luna
23 degrees below;
Berger's Ranch of the recently created State Achleticj
and Springer, 22 degrees
below; Commission has anything to say about
Eloomfield and Tres Piedras, 21 de- it, Jack Johnson will not don a glove
grees below; Haynes, 20 degrees be- for a contest within the limis of
low, and Wagon Mound 19 degrees New York state. There has been
me talk of staging a short bout
below zero. The greatest local month-ly range in temperature was 91 de - iliere - with Johnson as a preliminary;
Judgment Against Romero.
grees at Dulce, and the least 47 de- - j t0 the proposed match with Jim Flynn
In the idstrict court at Albuquer- grees at Fort
j
Bayard, and the great - ;1" Nevada.
que yesterday judgment was entered est local daily range was 62
said
commissioner
the
"But,"
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
today,
degrees
against Eugenio Romero for $6,492 in at Tres Piedras on the 26th. The
Athletic Commission was creat-- ;
timof
for
favor
William
Mcintosh,
trict
SEED.
&
All
were
as
AIFaLFA
Xo. jetl t0 control boxing, and we're going!
kinds of flowers, garden
field seeds in bulk and packages
follows:
averages
ber cut on the Chilili grant, Eerna- control it. I have come to the
c
(Canadian and Northeasts 94. 9
lillo county, on the southern slope of grees. Xo 8
conclusion it is against public policy
and
Rio
(Pecos
Grande)
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
the Manzanos.
,29.1 degrees; No. 5 (Western) 27.3 and expediency to have Johnson box
here. This is final."
degrees.
DECEMBER RECORD EREAKER
Precipitation.
The average precipitation for the
IN COLD WEATHER.
A LIBERAL OFFER
state, determined from the records of
Phone Black Average Temperature Was Lowest 148 stations was 0.S.1 inch, or 0.07 inch We Guarantee to Relieve
Phone Black
Dyspepsia.
below the normal, and
0.56
inch
Recorded in New Mexico Since
If We Fail the Medicine Costs
the Year 1895.
greater than December, 1910. The
Nothinn.
greatest amount reported was 3.77
To unquestionably
prove to the
The closing month of 1911 was a rec- - inches at Portales, and the least a
ord breaker in cold weather for New trace at the Rio Grande dam r.nd at people that indigestion and dyspepsia
Mexico. The average temperature for San Rafael. The greatest in f.ny 24 can be permanently relieved ana' that
the month was the lowest thus far re- - hours was 2.41 inches at Portales on Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will bring
about this result, we will furnish the
corded since 1S95, when sufllcient the ISth and 19th. The average
to
were established to aftord a rail for the state was 9.0 inches. The medicine absolutely free if it fails
one using it.
satisfaction
to
any
give
district
It
state.
tor
were
the
mean
as
No.
reasonable
follows:
averages
The remarkable success of Rexall
was almost a degree a day lower than 7. 1.09 inches, No. S, 0.67 inch, No. 9
Dyspepsia Tablet is due to the high
inch.
December, 1909, which was the
degree of scientific skill used in deCHARLES E. LIXNEY,
vious coldest month. It was also con-- j
their formula as well as to the
vising
temp-j
in
the
lower
Section
Director.
highest
siderably
in their manufacture,
cr.re
exercised
.
erature recorded than any previous;
the
whereby
properties of
month, and lower by 2 degrees than; OFFICIAL ELECTION RETURNS
WATCH FOR BIG AD
and Pepsin have
ON COUNTY OFFICERS.
any previous minimum record in Newbeen combined
with Carminatives
Mexico. From the 12th of the month
and other agents.
to its close the cold was almost con-- !
Returns Continued,
and Pepsin are
t'nuous, especially over the northeast: Luna County County Commission-anJ. W. Phillips constantly employed and recognized
the extreme north portions of the era, First District.
the entire medical profession as
the state where heavy snow occurred, 519; H. V. Whitehill 309; W. E. Mo by
invaluable in the treatment of indiremained on the ground and added Daniel 79; Second
John
District,
gestion and dyspepsia.
greatly to the severity of the weather. Hund C43; A. O. Bailey 249; J. W.
The Pepsin used in Rexall Dyspep64.
marked
Foster
L.
and
Third District, C.
There was a general
sia Tablets is carefully prepared so
in temperature over the bard 509; J. M.. Williams 389;
as to develop its greatest efficiency.
as a whole, but especially over liam Trexler 59.
to the digestive apthe northeast counties where defl-- j Probate Judge C. C. Fielder 645; Pepsin supplies
paratus one of the most important
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
ciencies ranged from 4 degrees a day J. Billingslee 70.
elements of the digestive fluid. Witha day, and the district'
County Clerk C. R. Hughes, 698;
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS to 15 degrees
out
it the digestion and assimilation
averaging 10 degrees a day below the J T. Bailif 64; Cris Raithel 50.
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
bheriff D. B. Stephens 513; Haj of food are impossible.
ccrmal temperature. A deficiency of
ine carminatives possess proper4 to 7 degree a day occurred in other Kerr 387;
6; Chris
Hugli Ramsey
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
s
ties which aid in relieving the dis
.
districts,' witfr the slfght exception of Raitfcel 1.
Assessor J. A. Stump 649: J. C turbances and pain caused by unare ordering in car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your a minor strip in the lower Rio Grande Steinman
This combination of
digested food.
254 ; J. W. McCurry 55.
valley.
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
these ingredients makes' a remedy in
Treasurer
Chris
A
J.
with
month
Raithel
The
502;
began
comparative
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
valuable for the complete relief of
lw warm woathnr
F.vnn 47
pnntinnfl nn- - Chester 412
and Arizona purchasers.
digestion and dyspepsia
til the 5th, and in some parts to the .. Superintendent of Schools-Gr- ace
We are so certain of this that we
Goebel
the
Le Roy Hon 351; Mr.
524;
Eth, after whioh little relief from
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
you to try Rexall
Dyspepsia
urge
severe weather occurred, the lowest Ethel Nash 55; Sallie C. Stone 24.
own personal guaranM. Carter 519; H. Tablets on our
Edw.
of
month
Surveyor
the
generally
occurring
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
tee. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents,
from the 26th to the 2Sth, when zero F Baldwin 346; Grace Geobel 1.
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico weather practically overspread the' McKinley County County Commis-ertir- e and $1.00. Remember you can obtain
Rexall Remedies only at our store
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
state, going many degrees be--! sioners, Fir t District F. L.
Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
The
drews 48S; John Arm 377; J. L.
zero in northern districts.
232 San Francisco St.
The precipitation of the month was Pitts 1. Second District, C. L. Brown Co.,
generally below the normal, except 410; Charles Vidal 417. Third Dist-ithe northeast, counties, along the rict, J. A. Gordon 495; W. K. Morris
Texas border, in the lower Pecos val- - 362.
Probate Judge Alejandro Montoya
ley and in parts of Socorro, southern
Sierra, Dona Ana, Luna and Grant; 491; John M. Young, 371.
A marked excess occurred'
counties.
County Clerk E. W. Meyers 531;
For Best Laundry Work
The! Manuel Ruiz 326.
from Lordsburg southward.
re-Sheriff R, L. Young 529; Luis A.
mountain ranges generally did not i
ceive as heavy precipitation as usual. Meyers 338.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Mulholland
490;
This was especially true of the east-- ! Assessor Gus
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
em slope of the Sangre. de Cristo'Rees H. Beddow 376.
,T.
A.
Sani
Kammer
Treasurer
lower
reaches
of
the
513;
range, the
Juan, the Continental! DVvide, the Frank Swartz 355.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Schools J, A.
'Black and Mogollon and a part of the! Superlnt jlndclit
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent. '
mountains. Brackett 490; T. A. Waring 376.
jCapitan and Sacramento
Phone Red No. 23.
the
The cold of the month caused
Phone, Red No. 23
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
Marriage at Rio del Medio llipoli-- i
precipitation to be snow, quite gener-- j
Ymens and Agrippina Garcia, both
ally, and in the higher districts, over-tPHONE, RED 100- the northeast, east and central conn-- of Rio del Medio will be united in KERR'S
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
jties and in parts of the southwest the! marriage at that place tomorrow by
fall was heavy, and remained on the the Rev. Father Bobst.
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
ground much of the month.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
The sunshine averaged considerably
on Monday and Tues- DEAFNESS CANNOT BE
your
less than usual. At Roswell there! hv Inn n n m i t n n c o o thovCURED, rtn v laundry
qti1 ilolitrjsr nil Thursdaya
and
pannnt
'
was 66 per cent of the total possible
tion of the ear. Fridays.
the d,Maaed
amount, and at Santa Fe 77 per cent There is
All work is guaranteed; your socks
only one way to cure deaf- ...
ness, and that is by constitutional are mended and buttons tewed en
wesiwa.u uavmsnuoui normal rraedics. Deafness is caused by an lyour shirts without extra charge.
.
RllTlsnnm
-kYir the" star nc n irhnlo
named condition ot the mucous iin-- ; PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
there were IS clear days, 7 partly ing of the Eustacnian Tube.
wnenj
TO
R- - H. STOLLE, Agent.
cioudy and 6 cloudy, while precipita- - thia tnhe ia itlflnmrt vn imv
mm.
tion occurred on 4 days. The 1T1U3
c.niinrl nr imnprfpot 'hpnriner. and
of the month were urevailine
H io rfmlirpiv rln&pr! Hpflfripss is
"l"iwhpn
over the result and un,ess the inflanama.
ly and rather high, especially
and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
the northern and the eastern coun - tion can be taken" out and this tube
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
ties.
restored to its normal condition, hear-Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Temperature.
be
will
nine
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
forever;
destroyed
ing
La Salle
The mean temperature of the state ctses out of ten are caused by Catarrh
for the month, as determined from which Is nothing but an inflamed conCHAS. OANN, Prop.
Payable
the records of 78 stations having a dition of the mucous surfaces.
U. S Canada, Mexico
Throughout
Telephone II.
mean altitude of about 5,000 feet was
We will eive One Hundred Dollars!
27.5 degrees, or 5.7 degrees below for any cas of Deafness (caused by, Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
the normal, and 9.0 degrees below catarrh) that cannot be cured Dyjiiegmar Meais zo cents.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
December, 1910. The highest month- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
Short Orders at All Hours.
Jt
ly mean temperature was 39.2 de- lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
grees at Carlsbad, and the lowest 15.6
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Sold by druggists, 75c.
The highD.
degrees at Elizabethtown.
French Noodle Order 20c. a disc,
est recorded temperature was 69 deTake Hall's Family Pills for
New York Chop Suey 50c
grees at Lordsburg on the 7th, and

WHOLESALE

AND

Files Suit for Divorce.
Charging that her husband had deserted her after being married nine
years, Mrs. .N'ell Wilson filed suit in
the district court at Roswell Monday,
asking that her marriage witn John It.
Wilson be annulled.

RETAIL

j

A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR POOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT.

1

,

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

grain

45

SPEC

Phone

Santa

LEO HERSCH

14.

-:-

-

-:-

Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

We Start the NEW YEAR by jrjven
especially in 5, 10 and 25c, goods.
OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

snow-statio-

at

pre-,0S- 4

If Its

FRANK F. GORMLEY

45

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

de-:t-

-:-

-

-:-

-

better values than ever,
:

:
IN

:

:

:

PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
436 Canon Road

Phone Black 6619

well-know-

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

e

Bismuth-Subnitrat-

e

d

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Wil-stat- e,

COMPANY

T

Why Import Mineral Water ?
t

'.WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

;:

Celebrated Maiden Butt.ee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

Patronize home industry. (Leave orders at
CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

ad

,

A-

.T- -

An-lo-

n

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

Imperial Laundry

" The
Quality Coal."

1

l

Wells Fargo & Co, Express

?

General Express Forwarders

.

...

j

All

Parts of The World

S

j

Save Money

Restaurant

"iSfig

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

rAn

Improved, and unimproved City Properly, Orchards
and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

C AI C

rUu JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.?

F. M. JONES.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

BARNES, Agent.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

rTAEZTUn.vLNpUo?.
85

Telephone 85

LIVERY STABLE
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

A When

'Phone 9

in Keed of Anything in

Livery Line.

Don Gaspar Avenue

the

Drivers Furnished

RATES

j j

J.

RATON
YANKEE

103

Palace Ave.

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON
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THEY ALL DEMAND IT.
possible, but the service by its cer-- j
tificate, justified by thorough
and,
complete, inspection makes possible,
Like Every City and Town
TQ the writing of a large ri k at a moder- - Sa7tTT.
in the Unjon Rscelves
aie pretniuui, thus securing shipper.
Pr.0!e wh khlnpv ,ns want t0 be
BEN HUB
ceus:gnee. anu earner agaiusi uw pe f.nn ,i When one suffers the tortures
.
NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK
disi.ress
po
attendant
upon
cuniary
of an aching back, relief is tawrtv
s'ble liisas'er.
sought for. There are many remedies
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
or iron siiV.j-- ct
livery j l;.te of sic
today that relieve, b'.it do not cure,
Old Texas Lady Delighted to Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
to
S'.ress ill! nded for use in Dean's Kidney 1'ills have cured
See Room in Which He
Scalp and Dandruff
iKdl- rs is sands.
of
const
j the
Here is Santa Fe evidence
of
d tireU r th. sp 'iiic.it ions of the to prove ii:
ii
')(
Toasted His Toes
t
S! a uiboiit
n .i (; :i n
aie!
Sernew
jjll0 uo.l!(r0 rri'i;if.e ,re., Santa
If you Wish to Double the Beauty
in
nih
Fe, N. JI.; x., says: "I Know that I)oan'
V 1
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
i!
n
1I
fe
;j
lie
n
t
LEW
Kidney Fills iive ur to the claim.
Try a Danderine Kair Cleanse
VVALLAGEJS NOT l!J IT
iitenal and cos 'in- made for them. If I w ere not coiv
'lul fideiu of ;h fact, I ccu'd v ver lieen
th.op
d
rvi. " wltirh
proper indue ed to give t;,;s medicine my
Fine
Your hair becomes Iht, wavy, fluffy,
We make
Chamber of Commerce Chat-Fr- aud abundant
adininist ration of 1'ue i;,
and appears
soft, lustrous and
incut.
Th"re was a di:ll ache
Gets Money in Rincon.
beautiful as a young girl's atter a Danderine
a cni.iiiiieu
en and in the small of my lj.uk ihat bo'hered
cnaraiiU-"
hair cleanse. Just try thi- s- moisten a cloth
Busiex-iis:isi.-is.
Imported
,s
iminiiy frote
me and oltcn I was
Warning from Tucumcari.
:J
to lay off
with a little Danderine :u:! carefully draw it
the! front work for twoobliged
of
traordinary, and this a i'
or three days.
through your hair, taking one small strand
ow rd Don
Clothes
('ovcrnmeuf eoni tiuites
ness an
n's Kidney Pills brought me enat a time. This will
the hair of dust,
(By Charles S. Kuwles).
e safety ar.d l
tire relief and the few slight attacks
That the chamber in tlic old Palace dirt and excessive ell and in just a few
ti;'iispoita;iou.
of backache I have had since then
you have doubled the beauty of
such as you
known as Ilia "Ben Hur Room" lias: moments
Art. Every
hair.
have iii k!y jie'iied to the remedy."
had more than its share of attention! your
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
Mr. Komero pave the above testiand
advertisement
to
the
of
those who have been
can only
neglect
whose hair
Garment
monial in .limuai-.v- ,
l&O", and when
other rooms seems evident to the has been neglected or is careless,
scraggy, faded, dry,
Will Wait for McDonrld's Inauguraliti rvicw.-on June 0, lfiOft. he said:'
archaeological students. Amusing; in-- brittle or thin. Besides beautifying the hair
tion.
"I tan
see in
as highly of Doan's Kidis made by
eidents occur occasionally regarding at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
When it. was annoiiiK-iher" that ney ping today as when I endorsed
this apartment as evidenced by one of! of dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigort
them two ami a half years ago. This
of tlo
the iniiuguratioi:
scalp, forever stopping itching and
many similar experiences of John P. ates thehair.
Big Cities.
Experts
would be held on the
.Ve!)(!t:a'd
benefitted me
remedy has always
JlHafrinMn.
tl nHf, ..leccnuy escort-- falling
.(i.w maliii,
ii..
i.
t' enlli of llns motiih, all the t haves when I l:u e usi d it."
Try as you will, after one application of
ing an old lady from Texas through Danderine
We have
find
cannot
in Their
any dandruff or
For sale by all dealers. Trice 59
the Archaeological Society portion of' a loose or you
coiw.iy o!!:cials-e!- . ct decided t.o wai!
falling hair, rind your scalp will
cents.
tl'.eir
Fos;ei Miibu: a Co., Buffalo,
thai, lino
the old building when she laid special never itch, but what v ii! please
taiiing
most
you
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Them.
o'l'.ffK. Judge John T.
Line.
emphasis upon her desire to see tliei will be after a few week;' use when you will
Remember the r.ame Doan's an 4
cteil judge
(ind K. K. Scott,
'Ken Hur lioimi." rsmiirht. there and actually see new hair lir.c and downy at
district ationif.v, respet-- ively, of take no o'lier.
gazing In wrapt awe upon the fire- - first yes but really nc"- hair sprouting all
the fifth judicial district will qualify
place she exclaimed, "And so here is' over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
and we can
Let Him Knew !t TV you are out ot
wr.ere lien Hur worked and warmed grow long, heavy and luxuriant
'or office upon the same date as the
it. If you care tor pretty, soft hair
a
s
himself before the open fire." Those prove
Both
you must let the employer
governor-elect'position,
inauguration
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
who are acquainted with Mr. Harring-lo.ledge McCliire and Mr. Scott will act know ii. A wart advertisement In the
Knowlton's Danderine from any Urupjist
hi their oilieial duty for the lirst lime New Mexican will reach every busiand appreciate his great work as or toilet counter, and just try it.
and come to see IS before you order you suit,
a student can easily imagine
in the t nil of court to convene
in ness and professional man in the city
the
mixture of grim humor and n.isitive
Roosevelt couniy the lirst .Monday in and county and a great many in the
fee aRd ino'
ivillS :l in the number passed in the pr ious! March. P.oswoll Daily Record.
territory. If you have any siiecial talhis mind, mc'mbershil
disgust that possessed
than that used by the
ent, do not hide it under a huabei.
though he was far from showing it. diffei'ent
The old lady's knowledge of the lit- - a,'ove. association. The man claimed
Have you Hurninhec Booms to Rett?
There were T.StiT domestic vessels,
erature of her country or father the 10 miil from S;ulta Fl! ;l"i to repre-lac- with a tonnage of .",1i;i.7l9. inspected
A little campaign Want advertising FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMAssociation. a. decrease of 9.S in the. number and In the New Mexican will keep the inof it. might be easily taken as a S(,nt the Tucumcari
POUND.
compliment to the fictional born P1M- - aiua to merchants are warned not of iso.llo tons from the year before. come from your furnished roouiB from is a reliable family medicine. Give it
ated by former Governor Lew Wal- to have anything to do with this There were HS foreign
passenger lapsing. The classified columns are to' your children and take it yourself
lace, in that he produced
always looked up closely and it wil) when you feci a cold coming on. It
such a man and any information as to the steamers, with a gross tonnage of
checks and cures coughs and colds
living breathing character, in spite whereabouts of this person will be
an increase of 4, pay you well to usa them.
examined,
of the fact that the Texan woman had gladly received by A. .1. Russell, state with a
and croup and prevents
bronchitis
tonnage of 200,39.".
r
For sale by all
If rou want anytnine on Parti trj and pneumonia.
of him manager of the New Mexico Retailevidently made a
The
of
total
of
all
number
vessels
W. I'. Hammond, a
iv tba r;w Mexicaa
and given him a life, as long as. "She" ers' Association.
classes inspected during the year was i Want ad
of Rider Haggard fame.
duly deputized organizer for this as
33,", with a gross tonnage of 8,40
sociation uiscoverea wnai. was being
Place of Hictoric Memories.
a decrease of 91 in the number
done and notified A. J. Russell.
Seriously speaking isn't it about
and an increase in tonnage of 20,2X0
ORDER OUT OF A SAMPLE
BOOK AND TAKE A
time that we ceased making a fetish
as compared with the figures for the
Horse
Removof a room in which General AVallaoe PERILS OF NAVIGATION
CHANCE-W- HEN
YOU CAN COME TO USSELECT
pteceriing year.
ARE ON THE DECREASE.
wrote only a part of one of his nov
His
Mexico.
New
Laws Are Better Understood New.
els, and let strangers know that the
THE GARMENT WHILE IT IS BEING MADE
YOUR MATERIAL-S- EE
I am
During the year considerable work
arranging to change my business location from Cedat
old Palace contains another, far more Only Two Hundred and
Thirty-Onwas done in connection with motor Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable
:
UP AND BE PROTECTED BY OUR GUARANTEED
:
FIT. : :
point near by. I am
historic and important place, namely
Lives Lost Among Over Three
vessels, especially the licensing of shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on
January 15
the principal reception room. Jn fact
Hundred Million Passenaers.
opera loirs for motor vessels carrying 1912, being my first
I would like to
with
consignment.
the whole Palace teems with historic
correspond
passengers; and it is stated that the all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
memories, and the chamber occupied
Washington, D. C, Jan. 10. There provisions of the net of Congress ap- Mares. I can
aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
only a few years ago by Genera! Wal- were only 4S accidents in which but proved June 9, 1910, relating to motor
and
lace is only an incident compared to 392 lives were
Registered
Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
belost, out of 314,iGS,SSr heats, are now better known than
the rich historic memories that fairly passengers carried, during the year fore, with the result that the law is write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
echo from its other walls. A leaflet ended June 30
W. DeCLOW.
The
last, on the steam being effectively administered.
WEST SIDE PLAZA
issued in 1909 by
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Prince vessels irequired by law to repo-'::
the hull inspection of vessels is also more Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
sets forth briefly some of the dramat- number of passengers to Supervising thorough than ever before, and the
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
ic historic events that happened in
General Uhkr of the Steam- rule requiring vessels of a certain ton- jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar RapInspector
and about the old Palace. He says: boat
nage to submit blue prints showing ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
Inspection Service,
"It antedates the settlement of James- ot Commerce and Labor. Department
Of the their construction and other informa- each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
New
or
town,
Amsterdam
Plymouth," whole number lost, 11 were from ac- tion of value to inspectors is answerand "whether under Spanish. Pueblo, cidents incident to the
perils of navi- ing a long felt want.
Mexican or American control it has
gation, and 48 were iom suicide and
The Supervising Inspector General
been the seat of power and authority." other causes
beyond the power of the
with the uniform adminisThe front reception room has held service to avert; leaving 231 which ii charged
tration of the steamboat inspection
a train of personages that made some can be
charged fairly to accident,-collisio- laws, and it is stated that, as a result
of the' most absorbing American hisThis means of the bulletins issued each month all
or foundering.
tory from before 1G1S to General that 802,981 passengers were carried of
the districts are now working in
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
Kearney's coming in 1S4G, and later for each life lost, whether of passen- a more uniform manner, and
the merevents.
before
Two
important
years
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
ger or crew, and from all causes.
chant marine is more generally adhis coming, 1S44, Governor Martinez
vised of the facts that should be in
Classification by Causes.
YOUR BUSINESS, REHEMBER
A RUBBER STAMP
killed the chief of the Utes there,
their possession.
the
causes
Classified
to
according
with a chair. The ghosts of Indian
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
The service is in first class condistributed
are
deaths
accidents
and
chiefs
and
governors
might
Spanish
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
10 dition, as a result of the reorganiza7 accidents,
as
follows:
Fire,
to
real
to
there
bear
gather
testimony
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
inspection
events of fascinating and stirring his- deaths; collision, 19 accident j. 46 tion of certain supervising more
esevenly
districts, and the work is
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
tory of the past. He who runs may deaths; explosions or accidental
read all this, but space here forbids cape of steam, 11 accidents, 42 deaths; distributed, producing better inspec
snags, wrecks, and sinking, 11 acci- tion and more satisfaction to the pub
more.
dents, 114 deaths; accidental drown- lic.
Chamber of Commerce.
The work of the central office is
now ing, 111; miscellaneous, C9.
The Chamber of Commerce,
One-liconstantly
increasing, and the hearto
over
was
2
not
of
life
due
The
15c
loss
inches
largely
long
Stamp,
quartered in the old Palace is occuas provided by sections
of
ing
appeals
disasters:
10c
Each additional line on stamp
pying the room on the west, around the following
and 4453, Revised Statutes, is
On September 9, 1910, the steamer
from
corner
the
and
the
openplaza
One-lin- e
and not over 3
inches long. . 20c
, gaining, because the central office is
Stamp, over 2
ing onto Lincoln avenue, and the Pere Marquette No. 18, from Luding-tcnendeavoring more and more to give
15c
Wis.
Each additional line on stamp
bound
for
Milwaukee,
Mich.,
sign bearing the words "Chamber of
detailed and personal attention to all
sank
29
loaded
of
a
cars,
One-liwith,
cargo
and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
Commerce, Bureau of Information'
stamp, over 3
matters that are brought before it renow swings over the door ami can from some unknown cause. Twenty-seve20c
Each additional line on same stamp
to the licenses of men and the
lating
lives were lost, many
being
be seen from the business part of
One-lin- e
of vessels.
Certain
10c
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
town.
The room is now open for killed by the sea and floating wreck- inspectionrecommendations
have been
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
age.
of
business, though the work
arrangmade to Secretary Nagel in the mat-- r
I
On October 10, 1910, the steamship
ing it will not be completed until afon Stamp count as two lines).
of desired legislation which will
( t
ter
of January for the reason Aikadia sailed from New Orleans, La.
the
lath
in
result in a considerable
25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
that it will be in use at the time of for San Juan, P. It., carrying 4 pas- the administration of the saving
steamboat
33
Arkadia
The
crew.
and
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type ased is
the inauguration.
sengers
laws.
An Editorial Visitor.
was never heard from again and was inspection
inch in size, we charge far one line for each
over one-ha- lf
Contact With Business.
Its
all
and
It is a pleasure to announce that supposed to have foundered
one-ha- lf
The authority of the service extends
inch or fraction.
associate
editor on board lost during the hurricane of over the
Alan Cunningham,
material and construct ion of
of the Philadelphia Ledger, may soon October 14. 1910.
DATES, ETC.
m.arine boilers, and the. eouiiiment
!
visit Santa Fe for a stay of several
...,
..
un January in, tan, tne coai laueu offl(
navlBatjnn of pvery
Local Dater any town and date, for
inch
50c
months. He comes here to recuper barges Trevorton, Corbin, and Pine
steam vessel of the United
ate and to see and study Santa Fe's Forest, in tow of the towing steamer private
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in -3 inch
to Inspection, together
States
subject
attractions and will be cordially
Inch
comport toi vUh certain casses of san vessels.
35c
Lykens, from Southern
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
the!
from
detached
Salem, became
brrgegi and motor boatSinch.... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Wants a Homestead.
No nation on the fa(;e of t!le pobe
towing steamer during a gaie, went,
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
D. D., of ashore on
Rev. B. F. Fleetwood,
Cape Cod and were wreck-- PxercisS a m.or3 rjgid supervision
Sycamore, 111., makes inquiry for a ed
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.50
Seventeen of the crew c the! over its commercial fleets, equipment
relative as to where a homestead can Darges were lost.
an(1 offie?,rs tban tne xinited States.
Pearl Check Protector
1.50
be taken up adjacent to Santa Fe, he
On June 24, 1911, one of the flues In
0ne of the strongest resources of:
SELF-INKIN- G
The
about
real
STAMP PADS.
$1,000.
thing the outside of port boiler of the flny na(km ,s the capadtv of its atcr.
having
to
and
real
find
to
be
hard
ought not
steamer City of St. Joseph collapsed wavs and its ooramm.hll flpet. The
1
15 cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts
4,
2 4 x3
25 cts ;
estate men should get busy,
while the vessel was en route up the proflts of production and manufacture!
x 6, 60 cts ; 4 2 x 7 2, 75 cts ;
3
35 cts;
2
A Clever Idea.
Mississippi River, 22 of the crewi dfond. am0!;t entirely upon trans-4 4 x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
Secretery John S. Harris has a being drowned by jumping overboard pcrtation competition,
and without
clever idea about stationery, which or scalded to death.
is. busjm.ss would diminish.
Unon
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
will soon be carried into use. He pro
Expenses of the Service.
the safety of water transportation'
poses to have a folded note size
During the fiscal year the sum of depends its utility, and here is whore! a
sheet bearing the Chamber of Com $441,509.86 was expended for the the
Steamboat Inspection Service first H
merce heading and the back contain- salaries or tne otucers ana cicks oi makes
cmlM,t with rbe ,business in-of
Santa
brief
a
summary
ing
printed
the service, and the sum of $101,0311.90 tn.csts in providing, by an intelli
SANTA FF., Ni)
Fe's attractions.
Stationary and was paid for traveling and miscellan- administration of he laws and
desk will he at command of visitors pous Xpenses. the grand total being gent
;,,e ,.omuiration of practical rules
and tourists visiting the office may ?542,549.82, an increase of $14.430.S0 nnd reglliatiot,s, a condition' of afety
send a letter to friends far away that over the previous year, 'j nts increase whether it be of life or
property.
with it a few facts of interest is due to the reorganization of the
The maintenance of this condition)
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9 carries
and
most
TIMETABLE ALL
about the grandest
alluring service and the installation of the ne,v is an important factor in the growth
westbound.
the great Southwest.
filing system, which has made the of )the country! for without water
LOCAL TRAINS Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 spot in Watch
Out For Him.
The expenditure for
work uniform.
transportation the fields and orchards
p. m.
The New Mexico Retailers' Asso- the year ending June 30, 1912, will of the West (he mim,s of the Nonh
cut-off
The following are the time tablet
Passengers for the Belen
ciation of Tucumcari has sent a let- be less than that for the fiscal year and the mills of the East would sufand Pecos Valley points should now ter to
1
of the local railroads:
Secretary Harris, stating that ended June 30, 1911.
fer.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7:20 a man 'has been obtaining money in
"A. T. & . F. Ry."
of 3,916 marine boiler plates
Tests
inof
One
the first principles
1! 4
1 9
.v .
as heretorors. Connection leaves Al- Rincon under false pretenses.
Leave
The were made at the mills by assistant suranceof,
writing is to see that the obt 7:55 p. m. instead of fellow induced two of the merchants inspectors, and 3,005 were
8:10 a. m., to connect 'with No. 3 buquerque
accepted, ject of the risk is safeguarded and
2:20 a. m.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
of Rincon to give him $5 each for 311 rejected.
protected so far as may be possible
D.
12.10
ft.
Santa
&
Fe
at
arrive
Q.
By.
Returning,
Life preservers were inspected to and witnout a certificate from the
p. m.
the number of 210,2o9, or which zo,-52- Steamboat Inspection Service insur-i- s
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortn.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
were passed, 730 rejected. These ance upon steamer or cargo
im- .Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
lsuuereatea ana tnoaia Know
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
figures show an increase of 53,422 in
about the wonderful t
exvoo Central Ry.
New
2 eastbound.
kMARVELWhirlingSpray the number for the previous year.
new luffinm cyrince
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
There were 14,006 officers of all
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Best Ji o conven
Where
See
.
BRANU.
1
t
east
con-yv
and
south and west
ient, it cleanse!
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to
Applicants numbergrades licensed.
iioaiedi ask yonr iTueaiot mr a
auy.
Quality
Our
iS
'hlheiMcrVlMamondTtndi
color
examined
rect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4 Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
were
for
1,317
ing
1MIU in Ked and Void mrtalliAv
meets
Aucfonrdrngrfitforlfc.
from No. 3 east .
JTVJ hoxes, sealed with Illuo RiWxm.
were found fcijj5C
eastbound.
hSJMMy - blindness, 30 of whom
If ha oannot auonlv tbA ff . rm .
k,
Window
fW AtikJ Tafc no other. Rnv of voiir V
accept no
Price
HARTElit
11monn
ano
Ke
rn
at
um
s
It
hn
1,2X1
M iraut. aiom
color blind and rejected,
t. for
Returning arrive at Santa
hook aealed. Tt I rtmi
Display
lUntTntii
l
ot
There was an Increase
nfl rltrAT.tfonB In- :8:35 p. m.
,U T,ulrtnlara
passed.
Try & New Mexican "want Ad. It nltu&le
jg
to UdtOi. M 1IVE1. VJ.
299 In the number examined and 287
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Leave Santa Fe at 8:60 p. m. to con n rings ret. alt
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The Santa Fe Agricultural Demonstration train will be in Santa Fe on
the afternoon of Inauguration Day.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
It will make a stop of two hours, be
IAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE3,
tween 4 and 6 o'clock, when' there is
Editor and President.
Vice President.
a lull in tne inaugural festivities, and
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
no doubt, a large number of the many
Gene.-v- :
Secretary-TreasureManager.
visitors who will be in Santa Fe on
that day, will inspect the train and atEntered at Second Class Matt er at tLa Santa Fa Postofftce.
tend the free lectures. The school
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
.$2.50 children especially will find it interDaily, tlx month, by mail.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
. 1.00 esting and of value to them to make a
'Weekly, six month
visit to the train. The teachers should
Dally, per month, by carrier.... .75
. 2.00 accompany them and should
65 Weekly, ner year
Daily, per month, by mail
urge the
. .50 pupils to enter the prize contest for
7.00 WeekVy, per quarter
Oeiiy, per year, by mail..
the best essay descriptive of the train.
The farmers of the surrounding counOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
too, will be given many a pointer
It It sent to try,
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
of value to them by the experts in
ersry postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation charge of the train and may learn valamong the intelligent and prosreiiive people of the Southwest.
uable lessons from the exhibits.
r.
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And it
j less than he now pays for it.
RECORD.
even
not
to
is
needless
that
say
the
that
record
honorable
an
It is
Mr. La Follette or Mr. Cummins
Supreme Court of Xew Mexico closed
last evening. The court during its has devised any way of forcing
to
sixty years of existence has always! factories and sheep growers
the confidence and the re--! vide free woolen goods for the peoif
nconle.
pie.
of
snect
Its annals,
the
Hon.
some veteran of the bar,
That is about all there is to the
Thomas B. Catron were to write them, practical side of this question, as far
would prove very interesting reading, as the ultimate consumer the man
for there were many incidents which who buys the ciothes is concerned.
are not recorded in reports either offOf course, in the next few months
would there will be a rainbow every minute
icial or unofficial, but which
throw much more light upon the in Congress, and an aurora borealis
character of the court and th; long every hour in Kansas. But, after all
line of judges that sat upon the the oratory and confusion, the foregobench than any of the printed rec
ing facts will still be there.
ords. The two veterans upon the The ultimate consumer the man
bench, Frank W. Parker who will con- who wears the clothes will be practinue his honorable and faithful serv- tically as he was before as regards
ice in the state Supreme Court, and the clothes and will be mighty lucky
John It. McFie, w ho retires, it is hoped if, in some other respects, he is not
prly temporarily, from pubjic lifp, materially worse oft for the political
have witnessed many a keen legal and
conflicts that will have
and forensic battle; have come in been financial
precipitated upon him simultantiiiect touch with many leaders of
but
bar and bench during the past two de- eously by a
administration.
cades. Chief Justice W. H. Pope
who also, has a long record on the
ROOM AT THE TOP.
bench, although he is still young in
years, made a remarkable record as
The report in the New Mexican
chief justice, for it was his dynamic this week that there are 1,500 actors
rergy, perhaps, more than anything and actresses stranded in Chicago
else, which enabled the court in the does not mean, necessarily, that tne
past two years to clear up a docket theatrical
is
becoming
that had fallen far behind, and to overcrowded.profession
A very large majority
cases
more
of
in
the
past year
dispose
of players of recognized standing are
than had been passed upon before he
at work; if they could be in two
hard
conbecame chief justice in any two
once, there would still be
secutive years. The newer members, places at them
to do. Even the more
Merritt C. Mechem and Edwarr! R. work for
meritorious of the obscure performers
will
whom
of
former
the
pre
Wright,
side over district court at Socorro, are safely placed. Of course, there
sell
and the latter, who will engage in the are a few people with talent tomanatrouble in finding a
practice of law, made a brilliant show who haveneeds
them, but this is the
ing and some of the opinions of theirs, ger who
which will be found in Volumes 15 case every season.
The truth appears to be that the inand 16 of the Supreme Court Reports,
will continue to be cited in the courts flated popularity of the musical comof the land as able precedent for edy in all parts of the United States
many years to come, C. J. Roberts, for nearly a decade has brought into
aiso one of the younger and newer the profession, or to the ouskirts of
memuers oi me oiu cuun. aim uuw the profession, hundreds of people
chief justice of the State Supreme who have made their living on the
Court, gave abundant proof of posses- stage for a few seasons, but who very
sing one of the ablest legal minds i certainly are not actors or actresses.
and greatest judicial ability, not only They were trained to take a part in
among the long list of able lawyers of the pictures which constituted a good
New Mexico, but of the entire west, part of most musical comedies; but
and under him, it is certain, that the their value was very limited.
supreme court of the State of New Now that the moving picture stage
Mexico, will at once establish its has caught the eye of the public which
standing not far from, if not at, the cares for entertainment consisting
top among western state supreme mainly of nervous movement, many
courts, for courts in the minds of oth- nvusical comedies of the legitimate
er courts and in the minds of attor- playhouses have a hard row to hoe.
neys, even though not officially, pos- There will continue to be thousands
sess a rank that varies with the ability of "actors and actresses" out of work
of the members on the bench. The until the msn and women concerned
seventh retiring member, Judge Ira discover that they were only tempor
A. Abbott, has made himself a name
arily useful in a second grade species
s
for his stalwart integrity, his
of entertainment, and return to their
and his high ideals, and New normal
occupations again
citia
as
him
Mexico regrets to lose
For the real actor or actress, as for
zen, for it is understood that he
the real expert in any line, there is
return to his old home at Haverhill,
a place
Massachusetts. The old court had as always
Jose
clerk
for
many
able
its
years,
WISCONSIN INCOME TAX.,
D. Sena, who will also be the clerk of
the new court and will save it many
Wisconsin Supreme Court has
The
ata technical or routine mistake and
declared the Wisconsin income tax
for
an
annoyance,
many
torneys
constitutional and thus furnishes a
knowledge of all the details of a sufor the more radical legis
comes
office
only precedent
preme court clerk's
Mexico who may have a
New
of
lators
from long practice and experience.
desire to increase the revenues of the
new state by other sources than from
WHO WOULD BE THE GAINER?
the taxation of real estate and per
If Schedule K should be reduced to
sonal
It is certain that new
a pulp, if the tariffs on wools should sourcesproperty.
of revenue must be devised by
basis,
be reduced to the revenue-onlstate legislature, for with the lim
no American would buy his Ameri- the
of ten mills on the dollar and
itation
can clothes for noticeably less money with a
certainty of greatly increased
than now, says the Chicago
taxation and no hope of a material
Because
Why?
increase in taxable assessment, there
is sold at the door of will be a deficit at the
As
end of the first
the woolen factory it requires only
The New Mexican is far from
about $! to buy enough of the best year.
advocating an income tax for New
quality to make a suit of clothes. Of Mexico at present, but it is a subject
cents
sumor
reprethis
forty
thirty
worth
into. In Wisconsin unsents profit and the rest represents der thelooking
new law, income includes:
cost.
All rent of real estate, including the
So, when a man buys a suit of
estimated
rental of residence proper
is
he
or
or
$30,
$10
clothes for $30
ty
by the owner.
occupied
paying but $4 to the factory and $2G,
Interest from money loaned or inlabor,
$::C or $46 to middlemen and
vested.
which items, of course, would remain
Wages, salaries or fees derived
or
how
tariff
matter
no
the
the same,
from services, except of public offon the cloth were raised
the
AN HONORABLE

I

lie

g

well-backe- d

force-fulnes-

y

Inter-Ocea-

the-clot-

prices
or lowered.
If the men who grow the wool, the
railways that transport it to the factory Itself were to forego all profits,
and work for the mere fun of it, the
price of a suit of woolen clothes would
be thirty or forty cents less than it is
now $29.70 instead of $30, $39.70 instead of $40, or $49.70 instead of $30.
That is, if the tailors and middlemen
did not absorb the thirty or forty
cents on the way from the factory to
the purchaser, this latter gentleman
would save enough to paythe boy or
the express company that , delivered
the suit of clothes to his shop, home
or office.
Vice President Sherman recently
gave a clear illustration of this whole
6ituation. He bought the cloth for a
suit from a mill. He paid $4 and a
few cents for it. And then he paid a
tailor in Utica $40 for making it into
a suit of clothes.
So, again, if the cloth were to be
laid down in New York, Philadelphia
or Chicago, absolutely free of charge,
by the. American or European factory,
it would be exceedingly doubtful if,
after getting through with the middlemen and the tailors, an American
would get his suit of clothes for $2

icials.

Dividends or profits derived from
stocks.
Royalties from franchise or legaliz
ed privileges of any kind.
All other incomes not exempted.
Pensions and postmasters' salaries
are not taxable.
Incomes of corporations are assess
ed by the state tax commission; of individuals by the county assessors of
incomes.
Wyoming has a new Corrupt Practices Act to prevent and punish corrupt use of money in nominations
and elections. It provides that in his
campaign for nomination, no candidate for office in or from the state,
shall expend more than twenty per
or
cent", of one year's compensation
salary in such office; and that in his
campaign for election he shall not
expend In excess of twenty per cent
of oue year's compensation or salary.
Candidates for office and campaign
committees are required to make public their receipts and disbursements
in connection with the elections. This
is a decided step in the direction of
the pledges made by the Republican
party of New Mexico in its last convention at Las Vegas.

The election of a Democrat to succeed a Republican from the Seventh
District in
Kansas
Congressional
would have had more significance if
the Seventh District had not some
years ago sent Jerry Simpson to Congress by 14,000 majority. The only
significance, perhaps, lies in the fact
that the Republicans
nominated a
on a ProProgressive Republican
gressive
Republican
platform and
that this did not prevent the Waterloo. As to choosing between a Democrat and a
Insurgent Republican, the average voter seems to prefer the straight goods.

WRECKERS

SW MeaICAT,

SANTA 135,

FIND EQUITABLE
VAULTS TO BE INTACT.

Ninety Thousand Policies on Which
Loans Had Been Made Discovered to Be Unharmed.
(By Special trtasefl Wire to New Mexican:
New York. Jan. 11. Wreckers to
day began clearing away the debris
and ice which encase the safe deposit
vaults in the burned Equitable Life
The
Assurance
Building.
Society
vaults are said to be intact and their
contents of half a billion of dollars in
securities safe. The wreckers were
hampered by the precarious condition
of the walls.
The vaults of the Equitable Life
have been found to have withstood the
flames, though they will not be opened until completely cooled.
It is announced that the 90,000 policies on which the Equitable had loaned something between $70,000,000 and
$100,000,000 had been found to be unharmed in the steel boxes in which
they were kept.
Securities are already being removed from' the vaults of the Mercantile
Trust Company.
Many Valuable Records Destroyed.
New York, Jan. 11. The Mercan
tile Trust Company, situated in the
Equitable building, was registrar for
the Union Pacific and it is understood
that the fire destroyed many valuable
Union Pacific records, Including lists
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ROBERTS CHOSEN
CHIEF JUSTICE.
Continued

from Page One.

FIRST

court and the court proposes to sit
three days a week to hear motions
and arguments and to devote the other three days to consultation and
writing of opinions. Judge E. R.
Wright will probably be chosen Supreme Court Reporter and it is expected that the first state legislature
will make the remuneration for this
office more adequate than it has been
in the past. Judge Parker expects to
remain a resident of Las Cruces un
til next winter, and Chief Justice
Roberts of Raton until August of this
year.

NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes, telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products.' The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist,
ent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

DEMOCRATS OF SANTA FE
ASKED TO TURN OUT.
The Democrats of the city and county will meet at the court house
this evening at 7:30 for the purpose of
the Democratic club,
which was formed during the last

ng

'

OFFICERS.

which was
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
appointed last week to formulate a
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
will
A.
of
L.
HUGHES,
report
plan
tomorrow night, and if their report is
adopted, the organization should be
completed before the meeting adON
journs. Inasmuch as a city campaign
1
is in immediate prospect, followed by
a state convention, and then the first
national campaign, the committee
of shareholders.
hopes the Democrats will turn out in
Securities Transferred.
It cost George W. P. Hunt only
The vault of the Equitable Trust force.
$1,0S4, to be elected governor of Ariof
zona. That sum does not seem large Company yielded many millions
and yet, the New Mexican knows of securities to President Alvin W. THIRD ATTEMPT TO ORGANIZE
men who have all the other qualifica- Krech of the company, which were
INTERSTATE CONFERENCE.
tions tor a governorship,
to whom transferred across the street to the
a
new temporary offices. Four and
$1,084 would seem too large a sum to
Special Leased Wire to New
half millions of the sum were in cash. (By
risk in a political campaign.
Indianapolis, Ind. Jan. 11. In toOregon
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
day's issue of the United Mine Workhas run wild in legislative lines, but
P.
ers' Journal, President John
there is some sense to its laws which EXPERT ACCOUNTANT TELLS
OF TEST COST SYSTEM. White, issues an official call for a
provide for the state paying limited
-and operalegitimate campaign, expenses and By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) joint conference of miners
of the bituminous coal states
tors
as
of
the
prohibiting
expenditure
Chicago, 111., Jan. 11. Henry Moy- Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Inmuch as a cent on part of any caner, expert accountant in charge of diana and Illinois, to be held here
an
didate. That puts every man on
figuring the test cost of slaughtered
25.
equality as far as financial ability animals for Armour & Co., resumed January
This is the third attempt to organ
is concerned.
SANTA FE, N. M.
the witness stand today as the sixth ize art interstate joint conference to
GENERAL AGENTS.
witness for the government in the
a
for
five states,
agree on wage scale
BEARS FOLLOW UP
trial of the ten Chicago packers be-- .
two having failed.
YESTERDAY'S ADVANTAGE fore United States District Judge Car- the other
penter.
MET AT PRISON
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
District Attorney Wilkerson con
DOOR WITH WARRANT.
11. Speculative
Xew York, Jan
tinued his direct examination.
opinion was of a more bearish cast to
'Can you tell us when the practice
AND
(By Special Leased 'Wiw to New Mexican)
day and traders on the long side of of
for
making a credit allowance
Sacramento, Calif., Jan. 11. Fred
the stock market failed to follow up
hides was abandoned by the packers Clifford, formerly Southern Pacific
the advantage they gained yesterday. in
figuring the test cost of cattle agent at Burbank, Calitosnia, who is
Although the market derived some he asked.
about to be released from the Texas
Now Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
temporary strength from the bidding
"I cannot remember the date." re penitentiary at the expiration, of his
up of Lehigh Valley and a few of
door
term, will be met at the prison
the specialties, the effect was soon plied Moyer.
GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
Moyer produced a bundle of print with a warrant for his arrest and ex- The only
offset by aggressive bear selling and
ed forms which he said were used in tradition to California to face charges
the list was heavy most of the mornjen suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
figuring the test cost of cattle in Ar- of theft preferred by the railroad coming. The attack was again centered mour & Co's. offices.
pany. The requisition papers have Large Sample Rooms.
, THOS. DORAN,
on Union Pacific and the
lack of
He said there had been no change been issued by Governor Johnson and
con
this
staunch support for
stock
iD
used
in
the
of
forms
printed
forwarded to Texas.
style
tributed toward the unsettlement of
or seven years.
tte general list. London again sold sixMoyer
took several of the printed PRESIDENT TAFT CONFINED
stocks here, chiefly United States forms and
TO STUDY BY COLD.
explained in detail the
Steel and Union Pacific.
method employed in figuring the test
The market rallied feebly, became
cost, giving all the items entered
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
vtry dull and again dipped sharply against the carcass, beginning with a (ByWashington,
D. C, Jan. 11. Presi&
at midday., Many stocks ruled be
cold was much improved
He
head.
Taft's
dent
$2.75
killing
per
pf
charge
tween 1 and 2 points below yester
in his
allow- today.
he
remained
the
credit
enumerated
then
Although
in
connection. Hot & Cold' Baths. Electric Lights
Furnished rooms
day's final prices. Reading lost 2 and ances deducted for by price products. study, he was able to receive a few
Northern Pacific, Southern
Pacific,
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop
He said that different credits for by callers and spend several hours in dis 222 San Francisco Street
::
::
Utah Copper
Amalgamated Copper,
"
was
in
were
It
the
of
figured
correspondence.
posing
products
and others lost a point or more
or "red" cost, and the said the President expected to attend
Western Union showed pronounced "Ifcst" or
"test" cost.
the cabinet dinner given by Secretary
were
Bonds
easy.
strength.
of the Treasury MacVeagh tonight.
closed
market
The
irregular.
announceHOTEL
DESTROY
The tonic effect of the
FLAMES
AND THREE DWELLINGS. THREE DUCK HUNTERS
ment that the Lehigh Valley direct
For hire at popular arloee Buggies and saddle hersaa.
HAVE DISAPPEARED.
ors would meet after 3 o'clock soon
LINE
HACK
:
THEODORE C0RRICK, Prep.
COMICK'S
wore off and the list became weak, (Bv Special Jased Wire to New Mexican)
New Mexican)
132.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 11. While flames (By Special Leased Wire to11.
Black
Phone
with Lehigh Valley leading the d
Relatives
Bay Shore, L. I., Jan.
cline.
Hasty covering strengthened were destroying the Oakdale hotel, .of E. S.
Dr. Carl Clemens, and
Bailey,
man
and"
a
woman
a
la
Austin
today,
some stocks in the final dealings.
Thomas Deltman, who have not been
appeared at a window on an upper
Closing Quotations.
called to the firemen for seen since they started out duck huntflcor
and
Call money
paper
prime
a motor boat, on Sunday, today
4(Kl-4- ;
Mexican dollars help. A moment later, a blanket ing in
Silver 551-4- ;
offered $1,000 reward to the finder of
and
man
down
was
the
thrown
by
47; Copper 1414.25; Tin 42.7143.
Lead $4.400 4.50; Amalgamated several firemen grasped the sides of any of the bodies.
7.";
Co
Sugar 114 bid; Atchison 105 the blanket and braced themselves
NOTICE.
New to catch the body that was to fall
Great Northern 12S5-S- ;
We have sold our livery hack and
York Central 107; Northern Pacific into the improvised life net. Sudden
Makes Men's Fine
Creath
Southern ly out of the smoke that filled her baggage business to Mr. J. R.
149
116
Reading
N. M., who has moved to
of
Artesia,
head
woman's
the
appeared
room,
Union Pacific
Pacific 109
and she cried "hold tight, men." Then Santa Fe to make this his home and
621-2- ;
pfd. 110
VClBs.D.GriffifiiSioeCo3
she threw out her little white poodle continue the business at the same old
Cotton Market.
the name of the Star
MAHUFACTURCM
New Orleans, La., Jan. 11. Bulls dog. It landed safely. "Now put up stand under
.pHOE
Barn.
were in complete control of the cot- a ladder and we'll come down," came
accounts
We are leaving all our
ton market today. At the highest the order from above.
the with Mr. Creath and all parties owSo a ladder was raised and
23 to
future
months
put
trading
they
Star
ing us will please call at-t25 points or a quarter of a. cent a couple descended safely.
Barn and settle same.
three
Oakdale
Besides
the
hotel,
close.
They
pound over yesterday's
We wish to thank the citizens of
mark.Other other buildings were destroyed. The Santa Fe for their liberal support
put July over the
was
less
130,000.'
quotations were kited accordingly.
during our stay here and bespeak for
Mr. Creath the same liberal support
LOAN
AND
ELECTS
BUILDING
DR. JOHN GRIER HIBBEN
and courtesy shown "us.
DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS.
PRINCETON S NEW PRESIDENT
Yours truly,
THE MORGAN LIVERY CO.
KVKRY PAIR HAS THIS
Association Is in Flourishing Condi- (Ev Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
3ur $4 Shoe Equals Any
3ther $5 Shoe Made
Princeton, X. J., Jan. 11 Dr. John
tion, and Is Doing a Grand
Grier Kibben, professor of logic, toWork for Santa Fe.
HACK
Griffith's
of PrinceThe mutual Bunding & Loan Associ- day was elected president
WE WARRANT THKM
Woodton University.
succeeds
He
of
Board
elected
the following
ation
row Wilson who resigned the presi
Prom
Directors at its annual stockholders
dency in the fall of 1909 to bacome
TAOS
BARRANCA
meeting last evening.Democratic candidate for govern
Frank Owen, Frank P. Sturges, J. the
South
or
of
North
New
Both
Meets
Jersey.
G. Schuman, R. J. Crichton, J. C.
Dr. John Grier Hibben was born at
W. H. Kerr, O. L. Wood,
Bounds Trains.
Peoria, Illinois, April 19, 18C1, and
Frank P. Newhall, John K. Stauffer.
from Princeton In 188;! with
Barranca on the arrival of
Leaves
graduated
The board organized after the stock- the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D. He the north bound train and arrives at
folthe
holders' meeting and elected
studied in Princeton Seminary and Taos at 7 p. m.
lowing officers for the ensuing year: at the University of Berlin. He was
Ten miles shorter than any other
E'rank Owen, president; Frank P. married on November 8, 1SS7, to way. Good covered- nacks and good
off
Sturges, vice president; J. G. Schu-mn- Jenny Davidson of Elizabeth, New teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
treasurer, R. J. Crichton, sec- Jersey. He is the author of ''Induc- furnished commercial men to take in
retary. F. C. Wilson was elected so- tive Logis," "The Problems of Phil- fh eii..Aiinfilnii tmiin. AlfA ETmHllflA
AND
licitor for the year. The president ap- osophy," and other books.
Station.
the
following Appraisement
pointed
Committee:
Fred Muller, August UNION PACIFIC DIRECTORS
Reingardt, J. E. Clark, J. D. Sena, H.
HOLD EXTENDED MEETING.
F. Stephens. The association is In a
most flourishing condition.
iBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican i
New York, Jan. 11. Directors of
STOMACH TROUBLES 7
RUSSIA WILL HAVE IT
the Union Pacific railroad held an
ALL ITS OWN WAY. extended meeting here today to con
KIDNEY AILMENfTS
sider the advisability of calling in all
BELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES
to
Leased
Wire
New
Mexican)
the outstanding certificates of the
'.By Special
Peking, Jan. 11. The negotiations company because of the destruction
v.hich are now proceeding between of records in the
Equitable fire. No
If you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
China and Russia on the subject of decision was reached.
them. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for
Mongolia, henceforth will be conducted in St. Petersburg as it is consid- PORTUGUESE OFFICIALS APE
It cures, and you remain cured,
ered that the upheaval here militates
BURNED AT THE STAKE, we know, and you will If you try it.
discusof
the
the
progress
against
Conceded the greatest kidney water
sions.
(By Special Leased Wire t" New Mexican) on earth.
Lisbon, via Frontier, Jan. 11. HorWhy not visit Faywood Hot Springs
REFiNED SUGAR GOES
rible atrocities have been committed
DOWN ANOTHER NOTCH. by the tribes in Portuguese Africa first, since you will eventually go
'."i.""
during a rising of the natives there, there anyway?
Perfect
Hotel.
Largs Modern
'B..' Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! according to a dispatch received by
.,"
New York, Jan. 11. All grades of the Seculo from Angola. A number Climate. Booklet
t
T. C. McDERMOTT,
refined sugar were reduced five cents of Portuguese officials who were cap
a hundred pounds today.
"The Faywood,", Faywood, N. M.
tured by them were burned alive.
campaign.

A committee

TIME DEPOSITS

PAID

4

How About That Fire Insurance?

Mn1
.

Think About It!

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

-

HOTELS

Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Night.

Regular Meals 25c.

"mem-oiandum-

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

21-4l--

GRIFFITH

Dress Shoes

1671-4-Ste-

he

ten-ce-

LINE

WOODY'S

ire

TO

S OE SALE

!

RHEUMATISM

in this city
Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled
BOYS'
MEN'S SHOES
For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

At Cost All Standard Lines

FAYWOOD

HOT SPRINGS

SPOT CASH ONLY.

B. T O N N I B S

,

204 West Palace Avenue.
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TRUST CO.

days visiting his son who is
student in the St. Michael's College.
H. B. Hamilton of Carizozo. district
attorney-elec- t,
arrived in Santa Fe
last night and registered at the Pal
ace. He will qualify for his office to- a

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL S50,000 00

ANOTHER WISE MAN.
(By Mae Peregrine.)
There was a man in our town, and he
was wondrous wise;
Thought he could keep his customers,
and never advertise.
But when he saw his trade was lost,
with all his might and main,
He hunted up the paper man, and advertised again.
Taos Valley News.

PAGE

are John T. McClure, district Judge,
elect, J. W. Stockard.
J. Phelps
White anil Captain M. S. Murray.
Roswell Morning News.
Mis.s Lillian Hesselden. of Alli'upier-que- .
is expected to arrive in
Fe
today. She will be a guest hi the
MtFie home durine the iiia:iirural
week.
Ali.-- s
Anabel Phillips of Denver, is
expected to arrive in Santa Fe this,
afternoon.
Miss Phillips will be a
guest in the home of her uncle, John
V. alker on Grant avenue.
She will remain in the city until after .he

IV5

--gai

day.
Rsmnn rjnnynlnc n fo!irlir ir the
public school of San Ildefonso, is in
Ihe city on business with the county
school superintendent, John V. Conto
way.
Your Patronage Solicited
to-da- y,
we
Attorney Charles A. Law, who has
been engaged in the practice of law,
the past eight years at Clayton, Tnion
. B. LAUGH LI N, President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
county, is spending a few days in the
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
.
Ramon Lovato, a merchant of Lamy capital.
ELEVEN DAYS ZERO WEATHER.
Squire
Jr., member of the
is in the city on business.
lfgislature, will be an arrival in Sanbecome house(Continued From Page One.)
Judge Frank v. Parker leaves- - for ta Fe from his home at Taos, on Sathis home at Las Cruces this evening.
hold
word
of
comurday evening, to attend the inauguSylvanio Montoya of Golden, south- ration.
ture, snow driven by a wind at 30
on
is
ern Santa Fe county, is in the city on
miles an hour, swept over Sout'iwest-- !
Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.
st
Mrs.
only--uJ.
T.
3
of
5
Fernandez,
Colmor,
business.
ern Kansas, Northern Oklahoma, and
Mora county, is in the citv visitine her Southern
Missouri today. The mer- Romolo Benavides, School Clerk Of
who nttenrta
thn T nvottn
daughter
cury registered G degrees below zero.'
Rio del Medio: was in me cny yester- - Anatamv
PIECES OF HIGH CLASS LACES
She is stopping at the at Doug-City, and 10 above at Okladay on business.
Coronado.
homa
Citv.
sell up
now
"Pablo Sena. a ranchman of Nambe,
George P. Alien of the Santa Bnr- Fifty Below in Montana.
is in the city on business.
He is a bara Pole and Tie Company, whose
Helena, Mont., Jan. 11. Tin lowguest at the Coronado.
home is in Hodges, arrived in the city
THAT SELL UP TO
est
reported in Montana
Ralph Easley, an attorney of Santa yesterday afternoon.
He is at the todaytemperature
was
30 degrees below zero at
Fe is in the city today on legal busi- - Montezuma.
now
no more
less,
Malta. Trains are running from 12
ness. Albuquerque Herald.
Charles A. Spiess, the Republican to 15
hours
late.
'
James F. Hinkle, president of the la(ler. of Las Vegas, is in the city
Board of Equalization, returned to his today- He arrived last evening from
FORTY POISONED FROM
home in Roswell last night.
Albuquerque, where he has been the
of
You will
EATING CHICKEN PIE.
few
dayspast
Frank P. Jones a member of the
soon
lace
for
'
Manuel
Board of Equalization, departed for
Sanchez, newly elected Ptomaine
Case at MacBass, N. D.,
his home in Silver City last evenine. county clerk of Torrance county, ar- Similar to That at
Pital last night from
The Fifteen Club will meet tomor--i rived in tne
Worth, Kas.
row at the home of Mrs. B. M. Thorn-- : nis home in Estancia
He is a guest
T- u SfwMnnftat
ac
tne
Coronado.
as. Mrs. N. B.. Laughlin will preside,
ForValley City, x. Dak., Jan. 11
cwif you
will
- Wade,
Nicolas Martinez, of Chimayo, is in!
brother of Miss Ora ty persons at Mac Bass, X. Dak., are
the capital procuring a license toiWa(le ot tne mK school, arrived in suffering from ptomaine poisnnilig
do
if
is,
only
you
conduct a general merchandise store. Santa Fe late last night from Ells-- from eatinc chicken nie at n rhirken
worth. Kas. He will spend several nie gunner iriven hv a nhmvh rhore
J. Lohman, a stockman of
arrived in the capital yester- days visiting here
was lett m a tin pan for an
ine
Juan Williams, has returned to the entirepie
day and will remain until after the
day before being warmed to
city from Canada de los Alamos, be served. All of the sick persons will
inauguration.
G. A. Gutches, of the United States where he has been visiting his daugh- recover.
Indian Service, whose home is in ter, Miss Elvira Williams, a teacher
Soldiers All Recovering.
Washington, D. C, departed last even-- in the public schools.
Heavenworth, Kans., Jan. II. InC. E. Stratton
of the Mountain vestigation was continued today to
ing for Denver.
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.
The PRICE MAKER of the City.
Ramon Armijo
is visiting his Slates Telephone and Telegraph Com niiu me origin oi poison wnicn is DC
daughter, Carlota, at Rio del Medio, pfn5r whose home is in El Paso, ar- - lieved to have been in the hash which
Exclusive VICTOR PHONOGRAPH Dealer.
Miss Armiio has rhnrsre of tho nnhiin rived in Santa Fe last evenine- and caused illness tn ir.n vetomt at tho
school at that place
registered at the Palace.
Soldiers' Home who ate of it at break- Lorenzo Silva has returned from fast on Wednesday.
Attorney Mark B. Thompson
None of the old
and
wife have returned from Kansas Las Polvaderas, Rio Arriba county, soldiers was in a dangerous
he has been visiting his tion at any time, Major J. L. Fryer,
where Marcus Went on legal business.
i!
COM
Las Cruces Citizen.
daughter Miss Anita Silva who has chief surgeon says, and those not al- Assistant Territorial Superintend- tnaige ol me pucmc school of that ready wen are recovering.
i!
ent, Acasio Gallegos of Santa Fe vis- place.
P. O. Box, 219.
Phone 36 9 ited the Manzano schools?
W. S. Hopewell, president of the NAT GOODWIN MUST
Thursday of New
Mexico Central Railroad and a
ft Jast week. Estancia .News.
MORTGAGE
HIS HOUSE.
J. B. Fish of Albuquerque, of the delegate to the Irrigation Congress,
Mountain States Telephone and Tele- arrived in the city last evening from In Order to Effect a Settlement With
Office Rooms in
Capital City Bank Building.
His Divorced Wife, Edna
graph Company is a visitor in the Albuquerque, and registered at the
Montezuma.
Goodrich.
city and a guest at the Palace,
:"'';"r"if
Alexandro Sandoval, a prominent (By Special Leased Win- - to tvpvt Mexican!
Mr. Hamer of the
Tele-- !
Only a few rooms remain unlet in the most centrally
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 11. A
phone Company returned to his home sheep raiser and merchant of Sandolocated and modern office building in the city. Steam
in Denver after transacting business val, left the city for his home last mortgage of $28,000 has been placed
-- -For rates apply to
heat and elevator service.
or.
an
Nat
house
owned
apartment
by
before the board of equalization.
evening, after attending the sessions
Goodwin
settleas
a
of
the
here,
part
C. B. Martinez left the city tor his of the Board of Effualization of which
ment of $55,000 which the" actor
'heme in Monte Vista after spending he is a member.
Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the agreed to make on his divorced wife,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Republican State Committee, is a vis- Edna Goodrich.
itor in Santa Fe, to attend a meeting
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
of the Republican executive commitChiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
tee to be held in a few days for the Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness transaction of important business.
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signafacial lines, absolutely removed. All R. R. Crandall, made the arrest Mon- ture is on each box. 25c.
kinds of hair work done.
day of a Chinaman in Arizona who
was accused of conducting an opium
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
enone 5075
343 San Francisco St. factory.
No details of the raid have
X
Carriage, Automobile,
been received in the Internal ReveK
AND
nue office here.
FORX
Miss Ora Wade, of the English department of the high school returnH.
KAUNE
GO
LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN,
ed, yesterday morning
SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
from EllsINSURANCE,
X
worth, Kas., where she has been
New and
9f
X
119 San Francisco St
the
Phone, Red 189.
with
spending
her
holidays
parStaple and Fancy Groceries ents. Miss Wade was delayed by
X
the heavy snows in western Kansas.
X
C. D. Miller, irrigation engineer of Mirror
SATISFACTION
Silvering
X
New Mexico, is expected to return toEtching on Glass I
night to Santa Fe. He has boon abX
DRY
guaranteed:
A ADOLF
GO.
Brass
and
sent for the past week on official
business in Roswell.
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE,
Robert Taupert, a Las Vegas busi305 San Francisco Street.
BEGINNING TUESDAY,
nessman, formerly of this city will
arrive in the capital tonight for a
Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
stay of several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Lawler of Kalawill be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered
mazoo, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Mark
in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We exGibbs of Oshtemo, a city located near
pect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
Kalamazoo, are in Santa Fe visiting
sold
Had one
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Bush. Both men
line to come early and make first selections.
mentioned are prominent citizens of
more.
the Wolverine state and old friends
San Francisco St.,
You
New
look
of the Bush's who formerly resided in
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Kalamazoo. They are greatly pleased
like
will
witn banta Fe and the attractions it
offers. Mr. Gibbs has been in the
Ancient City before and is pleased
to renew acquaintances here.
Fancy Apples, Per Box, $1.50
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE YOU CAN BUY.
Territorial Superintendent of Public
F. Clark was in town
J.
Instruction
" 6 lbs. for .25
yesterday from his home in Santa Fe.
AKERS-WAGNEAND
R
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
ft
.on school business.
While here lie
"
KLEIN
CHARLES
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
Per
By
1.25
Choice,
ff
Box,
consulted with County SuperintendAuthor of ' The Mnsir.
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
ent C. L. Burt, who came over from
Master and "The
"
7
lbs.
for
.25
us
a
ere
visit
Third Degree"
Pay
making your selection- - Our prices are a
Mountainair for that purpose. Estancia
News.
always as low as the lowest.
1.00
Cooking " Per Box,
G. H.
Commissioner
Corporation
Van Stone and family left for Santa
" 8 lbs. for .25
in New York.
Fe yesterday, where Mr. Van Stone Two Years
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
will take the oath of office, and he
One
Year in Chicago
FOR GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS.
and his family w. take in the inauguration and other "big doins.'" They
Free booklet tells about 360,000
will be away about a week.Estancia
CARPENTERS
Interpreted by a Notable Cast
protected positions in U. S. Civil SerNews. Mr. and Mrs. Van Stone and '
The Great American Play of Today"
AND CABINET MAKERS.
vice.
More than 40,000 vacancies
family ere guests at the Sanitarium.
NEW YORK PRESS
Fifteen politicians, statesmen and
lifetime
every year,
employment.
H.
KAUNE & GO. other patriotic citizens, will leave Sat
TO ORDER Easy to get. Just ask for examlna.
MADE
FURNITURE
urday for Santa Fe to be in readiness
& $ 1 .5 O
75c. , $ 1 .
N2w Mexico Civil Sertion booklet
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
License Numbers,
to attend the inauguration of Gover.
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
N.
Box
vice
School,
on
Albuquerque,
and
Sale
at Fischer Drug Store
Staple
Next Door to Postoff ice.
Fancy Groceries nor William C. McDonald, the first Seats
452.
state governor. Among those goin
115
10th.
Red
Phone.
Guaranteed
All Work
Wednesday, January
iJ

Does a General Banking

Business

I

Just

"drive dull days away," beginning
are placing our

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.

H.-.r-tt.

j

150

TOY
AT COST

'

-

100

I

at

to 25c,

PIECES

at 5c,

or

a

3c

;5c.

200

Leaven-WBffWT'-

We
The

j

-

leave it to you

thing
better hurry.

Moun-tamai-

want to do this.
want to it, you had

j

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

;

1

!

condi-wher-

j

SIM

that usually

Such bargains as these are very rare in the
the East.
large department stores
need
the spring sewing.
You Can Save Up to

-

Must be Cleaned
Up to Make
Room for Regular Stock.

i

Our Annual White Sales have
a
the
wise
this
among
buyers
munity. This week's " White Sale "
Laces
two prices, cts. and cts.

e

BROS

FOR RENT

I

the

Tri-Stat- e

j

WANTED

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Maniucring,

FURNISHED HOUSES

Massaging,

FOR RENT

AT COST COATS

10. C. WATSON & CO.

S.

I

i

SIG

8

--

te.

PAINTING

ALSO LADIES' SUITS.

SEWN

January Clearing Sale

Special
Prices
On Apples

JULIUS H. GERDES,

I

I

ELK'S THEATRE

Friday, January I2th

While They Last

j

Room

Furniture I

it.

and

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

the

OUSE

f

Bed

it within
in the window and
Take a
three days. We will have
Idea " Furniture.
at this "

The

ION

THE GIFT STORE

White Enamel

GOODS

FURNITURE

THE

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

'

H. C. YONTZ,

ulm

I

J. P. Steed

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

S.

& Son

.

Prices,

66-6-

00

'

.

II

"3

c3

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

s
You

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay for, by having it right where
are using it. It saves
rooms are
THE EYES. Our
and
your

SAVES
open for your
display
we
and
have
the finest line of Reading arid Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection,
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum
light, and better looking than anything you can get. "
you

on

light bill

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
1

o
3
i

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X.
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The First State supreme Court

St. Louis Rocky Mt, &
Pacific

Railvay

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
1S

,
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20
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Ilk 00
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0
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1911
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3
3
3
3
2
2
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.. Kitten. N. M
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Ar
Ar
.Lv. .. Ilntou, N. M
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SU'rstou
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.Koehler.

4 15
'. 43
5 00

4

Dedman
Onpuliu
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rurtninjfiium
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Lv

Ar

(Vrrososo
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Olinarron
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00
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15
05
45
25
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30

Lv

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00
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F.

J. VAN HOUTEN,

M.

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prnm
inin
IUIII aillti

To E1 Paso' Bisbee Douglass
w and all
p0ints in New Mexico,
Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence
1

For a man just reaching middle age
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
has seen a remarkable amount of
public service, but all of it deserved,
for his ability, integrity and sobriety,
and his energy and loyalty to principle, have given him a high place in
o
the counsels of the Republican party,
it official life, in his church, in lodge
1
and society circles. This brief biog,4 n1
raphy cannot even refer in detail to
, i
all the honors that have come to Mr.
iW
'
Sena unsought. 'His father, Major D.
Sena, was a wellknown leader,
a
veteran and a public servant for
many years.
The subject of this sketch was born
at Santa Fe in 1867 and was educated
3
at St. Michael's College in this city,
4 S4r
which has so many graduates in public life in the Southwest. He a'..-- attended the Jesuit College at La3
s
and St. Louis University at St.
Louis, Mo., from which he graduated
in 1S85.
Upon his return to Santa Fe, he
taught for two years at St. Cather-ire'- s
Indian' school in this city and
then acted as interpreter for the
United States Indian agency, then in
this city. He became private secretary to Governor L Bradford Prince
for three years and after th.it engaged in business in San Miguel
county.
In April, 1892, he took the chief
clerkship in the office of the territorial auditor and served four years.
He was elected to the House of the
Legislative
Assembly in 1897, and
. mia.il
..-.;
!
k.h,.- B
was secretary of the commission that
J&M!UilKMB) A;
tt
made the revision of the Law
in
SUPREME COURT JUDGE FRANK W. PARKER.
CHIEF JUSTICE CLARENCE J. ROBERTS.
1H97.
In 1S98, he was appointed clerk
of the Supreme Court serving until
born at Sturgis, Michigan, on October yesterday, when he was chosen secwas elected district attorney and in
X 1G, 1860, a son of James Wilson and retary of the new Supreme Court. He
1900 was appointed county
attorney X
Age 51 years.
Age 3S years.
Maria Antoinette (Thompson) Parker. has been interpreter in the First Ju
Xative of Sturgis, Michigan.
of Jefferson count'; Indiana, serving
Xative of Jefferson County,
Law Department,
Graduate
He took the public and high school dicial District Court, was a member
he
went
when
to
Trinidad,
until
S
1905,
Indiana.
X
of
courses in his city ana entered the of the first city school board and is
on
the
Michigan.
pracUniversity
there
Colorado,
entering
Taught school in winter and
the
of the board at pres:'n
Socorro
the
Located
V
at
also
and
thirty
University of Michigan as a law stud- ent; president
engaging
attended normal school during Vtke of law
he
several terms as alserved
law
ent.
He graduated from the
summer and winter.
V Newspaper business. A year later N years ago.
and
as
derman,
mayor, initiate the
X
school in March, 1SS0, and opened a
sees him in Raton. Colfax county.
Opened law office at Mesilla,
Admitted to bar when 21
present movement for permanent im1SS3 at
town.
his
in
In
law
office
native
at
law.
then
Kingston.
practicing
years old.
provements and systematic progress.
The Call of the West.
Interested himself
Hillsboro.
A Legislator,
Elected district attorney
As assistant secretary and secretary
October
On
1881,
ffirker
1,
in mining.
Judge
when 23 years old.
of the territorial central committee
His worth was quickly recognized
Was member of Militia Com- - N located
Sqjotto. He was admitted of the
Appointed county attorney
and in 190S, he was elected to the v
Republican party, he has given
V
GeroNew
Mexico
the
Hillsboro
before
at
to
pany
during
and served
practice
where he at once took a
time and means freely for party sue- -'
legislature
,
Meail-lanimo raid.
Moved to Raton from TriniSupreme Court and located at
leading part. He was chairman of S
cess, and has established his fame as
of Schools
then the county seat of Dona Ana an
dad in 1900,
Superintendent
the committee on judiciary and as
eloquent campaign orator who is
X county.
He soon went to Kingston,
Sierra County.
,
Elected to legislature in S, chairman of the steering committee
tireless when it conies to stumping
1S98
in
Bench
to
in
Sierra
a
then
1906.
Appointed
lively mining camp
was in charge of much
the commonwealth, He has been
important
and has served as associate
Member of
county, and in 1883 to Hillsboro, the
Constitutional
He is the author of the
of the Elks for many years,
legislation.
secretary
.
Convention.
county seat of that county. He join- is a devout
justice of the Supreme Court
and faithful son of the
present District Irrigation Law, reS
ed
there
since.
ever
militia
the
company
during
Appointed judge of Supreme
Catholic church and holds place? of
cently ratified by Congress and under
was
f;fl X the Geronimo
and
a
and
Shrfner
Is
elected
raid
Mason,
Court in 1910.
which
honor in church and lodge circles. He
large irrigation enterprises
X county school superintendent.
Elk.
Married. Has two sons.
are now under construction. He also
has been on the staff of several govX
Is married.
An Elk, a Red Man, an Odd
Appointed Judge.
t and prevented any changes X
is on the National Guard Armernors,
On January 10, 1898, he was apFellow, and belongs to W. O.
in the
irrigation law of
ory Board of Control, and is a welto
Bench
W.
of
who
New
last
the
Frank
W. and Royal Arcanum.
Parker,
pointed
Supreme
Judge
As a zealous friend
the Territory.
come participant in Santa Fe's social
of the public, and especially of th evening chose the long term, or nine Mexico by President McKinley. Presi- life. Mr. Sena is married and
his
him
on
the Supreme Court Bench, dent Roosevelt
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, who rural schools, he introduced tlw bill years,
pretty home on College street is an
last evening drew the lot, that gives passed by the legislature, providing is the Nestor of the State Supreme twice and President Taft last year ideal and happy one. Mr. Sena has
him the highest honor in the new for a bond issue to help rural schools Court having served continuously on appointed him to his fourth term.
looked after more thfln one orphan
Mexico
In Constitutional Convention.
State, that of being Clraef Justice but which failed to be approved by the Supreme Bench of New was
child and his charity, while unostentaleadof
which
one
in
was
apthe
Parker
he
1898,
year
Judge
of the Supreme Court, has the legal Congress.
His idea, however, Was since
has kept him from accumulatHe
ers
in
the Constitutional Convention, tious,
mind, the judicial poise and the ex- embodied in the Constitution, which pointed by President McKinley.
wealth in addition to
ing
great
Up
by Roosevelt twice being sent by Dona Ana county.
perience that come only through ac- he helped to formulate, having been was
home
at
His
his
to
made
Taft.
he
President
the
and
present
by
again
Robone of the leaders in the Constitutual court' practice. But Judge
opinions, and there are many of them, Las Cruces.
erts is more than a mere jurist. He tional Convention.
in the New Mexico Supreme Court ReJudge Parker is a Mason, a Shriner
has given abundant evidence as a
Appointed Judge.
In September, 1910, he was appoint-e- ports, are considered models of legal and an Elk, belonging to the Chapter
constructive law maker, as a consti
He is and Commandery A F. & A. M., at
tution builder, as a man of the peoby President Taft, one of the as- diction and clear reasoning.
Palace.
ple who can be firm when justice de sociate justices of the New Hexico strong in many branches of the law, Deming; the Shrine at Albuquerque,
A. B. Schley, Kansas City, Mo.
mands it and merciful when mercy is Supreme Court, and was assigned to but especially in mining law. Fie has and to the Elks' lodge at Silver City.
B. Logan, Denver.
in Kingston
called for by those who are weak, the Fourth District, with headquarters been inteersted in mining enterprises He became a Mason
H. J, Summers and Mrs. Summers,
ledge. Judge Parker is married and
at Las Vegas although he maintained for many years.
downtrodden or helpless.
home
at
of
his
of
make
will,
Chicago.
Graduate
course,
Michigan.
Made His Own Way.
his residence at Raton.
His opinions l
was Santa Fe.
Hon. Frank Wilson Parker
George W. Prichard, City.
Judge Roberts was born in Jeffer- written as a member of the Supreme
H. B. Hamilton, Carizozo.
son County, Indiana, in the year 1S73. Court are incisive, scholarly and logicAndrew Wallace, New York City.
He had but a common school educa- al. As district judge he has made
Alex Bush, Pueblo. '
tion when he started to make his a host of admirers at Las: Vegas, and compelled him to come west, and in tive member of the Santa Fe ComC. E. Stratton, El Paso.
own way in the world. He taught at other county seats where he has 1!M0 he enrolled himself as a law mercial Club, an energetic member of
R. H. Colville, Denver.
Etadent in the University of Colorado the Elks' and attained the highest
school at Mitchell, Indiana, during presided.
J. B. Fish, Albuquerque.
the spring and summer months.
Judge Roberts was married in 1897 at Boulder, graduating in 1903 and honor in Scottish Rite Masonry, he
E. C. Jerman, Topeka.
ard has two boys. He is an Elk, an ( was admitted to the Bar in New Mex- - ng inspector general of the Orient of
Young Disciple of Blackstone.
Frank Cox, Phoenix.
At the age of nineteen he entered vaa
a Kea Man a memner , ico that same
He eBtaW,Bhed Nnv Mexic0 tor tne soutnern juris.
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
the law office of Judge Perry E. Bear, ul iuc vvutmiueu ui lue vvujiu uuu ul the law firm of year
Hanna & Wilson of tiiction. He is secretary of the Terri-thi- s
L. A. Peet, Denver.
at Madison, Indiana, and was admit- the Royal Arcanum. He will take up
In 1905, Mr.
city.
Judge Hanna served as lorial Law Library.
F. I. Cohlmie, Wichita.
ted to the Indiana Bar when only 21 his residence in Santa Fe w'ith his
married Miss Clara Zimmer, a W. C.
secretary of the New Mexico Bar
Wade, Ellsworth, Kas.
years of age. At the age of 23 he family in August.
sociation, became a founder and ac- resident of this city.
Montezuma.
A. C. De Bale, Dallas.
F. W. Parker, Las Cruces.
W. H. Rounsenille, Williams, Ariz.
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque.
Fred West, St. Louis.
George W. Dyer, New York City.
G. B. Barker and Mrs. Barker,
v
f
- 5 v.
Ridgeway, la.
W. M. Pruitt, Alamosa.
v f
4
,
E. O. Graham, Kansas City, Mo.
E. O. Hinshaw and Mrs. Hinshaw,
Fairbury, Neb.
'
; f .
,
....
George P. Allen, Hodges.
Coronado.
Mrs. J. T. Fernandez, Colmor.
C. B. Martinez, Monte Vista, Colo.
'
sw
t
V
Manuel Sanchez, Jr., Estancla.
-Earl Bowdich, Albuquerque.
Pablo Sena Nambe.
George Allen, Monte Vista, Colo.
Ve-,a-

V. P. G. M.,

Superintendent.

X

o

45

a ra

tConnects at Colfax with E. V. & S V. Ry. train both Xorih and South.
Stage for Van Hor.ten, X. M., metts trains at Preston, X. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M . for Eli.sbethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $o.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 P. 1:1., arrives from the south at 4::;s a. m.
L. C. WHITE

Married.

' isf .'f: sr J

10 15
9 49

7

X

1

8 Uo j
8 20
8 02

Ar
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ritorial Central Committee.
Secretary of Elks.

r.--

9 32
8 55
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EUGENE FOX
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Agent,
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! OCCASION OF A LIFE TIME
Inauguration of the First State Governor at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 15, 1912
The City of Santa Fe will make this occasion a memorable one.
A good chance to visit the Capital of the Sunshine State.

time-honore-

Hotel Arrivals.

a

RATE OF ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
FROM STATIONS
FARMINGTON, ALAMOSA,

ON THE RIO GRANDE

ESPANQLA

And All Intermediate Points.

SELLING DATES
From Stations Antcnito and South :
13th, 14th and 15th.
From Stations Antonito to Alamosa :
13th and 14lh
From Stations Antonito to Durango:
and 13th.
From Stations Durangoto Farmingtcn:

12th,
12th
12th
12th

and 15th.

-'

Return Limit, January 20 th, 1912
New Mexico Military

ir

Institute

.

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of th Southweit"
Ranked by United States War
Instituas "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed oy Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
Jite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
(lay, but little rain or snow during tha
season.
Fourteen Ofilcers and Instructors,
ell graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, beated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
E. A. CAHOON. Pres.
REGENTS
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated
Jalcguea address:

i
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'

v
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Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

(A'

mi

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
open at all times day and night, with first class line
I

of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
appreciated your patronafe and influence
Yours in Business
J. R. CREATH.
130 San Francisco St.
Phone Main 139
Santa Fe. N. M.

I Will

.-

Mifrii

ib-

'
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SUPREME COURT JUDGE RICHARD

H.

Vir-gin- io

""A3

mi
HANNA.

''4144- -

4w"-

o

-

v.

.

--

I

rfvi

Court bench, is an almost unprece- X dented honor: nor was it an honor
Age 33 years,
X that was brought to Richard H. Hanna
Born at Kankakee, Illinois.
JOSE D.
X
Educated in public schools, X on a gold platter. He has been a
Clerk of the First
X Northwestern University and Si fighter and more than one man's
X University of Colorado.
X hand has been raised
against him dur- X ing his career the
Admitted to Bar in 1903.
X
past eight years in
X
Bar X New Mexico.
X
Secretary Territorial
. Age 44 years.
X Association.
X
X
Born in Santa Fe.
He was born at Kankakee. Illinois.
X
Educated at St. Michael's X
Secretary Territorial Law X on July 31, 1878. His father, the late X
X Library.
x t. B. Hanna, was one of the forestry X College, Las Vegas College and X
X
X
Inspector General for New X officials in New Mexico, who had jur-- X St. Louis University.
X Mjexico of Southern Juxisdic- - X 'isdiction of all the forests in New
X
Taught school.
X Mexico shortly after the first forest X
tion of Masonic Order.
Official interpreter.
X
ElkX
X reserve, that of the Pecos, was creat- - Si
Private secretary to Govern- - X
X
Married.
X ed
X
X or Prince.
In mercantile business. X
Judge Hanna attended the public 'X
Chief clerk in territorial au- - X
schools, enrolled at Northwestern
- X
For one so young, the elevation to a University, Evanston, Illinois, but af-- X ditor's office.
Member of the Legislative X
judgeship on the first State Supreme ter two years attendance, ill health X

1--

I

X

XXXXXXXSXXXXXXX

-

'

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

'

M.

December 9, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., who,
on June 11, 1907, made Homestead
04507, No. 11611, for NE
Section
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver,
U. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
on 'he 16th day of January, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
Manuel Garcia of Fulton, N. M.
Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

SENA,

State Supreme Court.
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
st
X
X
X

House.

Chief clerk of Law Revision
Commission.

Supreme Court clerk since

1898.

Member of first school board
of city and president of the

present board.
On Governor's staff.

On Airmory Board of

Con-

trol.
Alderman.
Mayor.

Secretary of Republican

Tor- -

X
X

X
X
X
X

Charles Durham, Lovington, III., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting. "My little boy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on the
floor. I tried several kinds of
kidney
medicine and I was In the drug store
looking for something
different
fn
help him when I heard of Folev km.
ney Pills. After he had taken them
two days we could see a change and
when he had taken
of k.
bottle hi was cured. That 19 about
sir wepka nttn
n WCt. ,1U
1, iuw --uut
'.-- uro
o and.
bed Bince." For sale by all
druggista,
two-thir-
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THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

:

SEVEN.

:

SANTA FE TRAIL CU

COMPANY

Is being offered at COST in Rooms Nos. 10 and 11 of second floor of Capital City Bank Building.
:
:
BLANKETS, POTTERY, BASKETS, etc., at LESS THAN WHOLESALE COST.

An exceptional opportunity to secure INDIAN
:

:

:

:

:

:

-:-

-

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Receiver, Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.
auspices of the Archaeological Insti- so there will be a pretty trial of'
i u,mnuiiiit
i.H' ii i.ii.iihi
tute of America, of which President strength between the two. It seems
iBimr
D C. Collier of the San Diego Exposi- just now as if the one who will suffer
tion is a life member, presenting his the most by the recrudescence of
celebrated lecture, illustrated with Rooseveltism will be ijn Follet'e. As
photographs by himself, on "A Vanish- for other candidates, there am few
"I suffered five years, with awful pains, due to womanIn Washington
a large worth mentioning at present in the
ing Race."
number of celebrated persons headed ranks of the Republican party.
ly troubles," writes Mrs M. D. McPherson, from Chad-bour- n,
Taft, Ambassador
Among the Democrats the situation
Without It No Democratic by President
N. C. "They grew worse, till 1 would often faint
Ambas- is still unchanged.
Ambassador Bryce,
Wilson, Clark
I
Nominot walk at ail, and I had an awful hurting in my
could
Be
Can
Candidate
sador von Bernstorff, John Barrett, and Harmon continue to be the most
Alexander
Mabel
Graham
Miss
discussed.
Bell,
also
side
a headache and a backache.
;
a
has
Bryan
very strong
nated, It Seems
Boardman, Senator Burton, Speaker influence and it seems to be felt that
I gava up and thoug.'it I would die, but my husband
and many without his endorsement no man can
Clark, Justice Hugnes
urged me to try Cardui, so, I began, and the first bottle
were
Mr. Curtis is get the Democratic nomination.
others
patrons.
He
KE FAVORS
THE MOST
ardently in sympathy with the plan i3 friendly to Clark, but he has been
helped me. By the time the third bottle was used, I could
to hold at San Diego a great con- somewhat lukewarm toward the
do all my work. All the people around here said I would
of aborigines.
of late.
Nevertheless, Clark
The Anthropological Exhibit at gress
die, but Cardui relieved me."
seems
to be growing steadily if gradBuilding An Organization.
San Diego Exposition Will
President D. C. Collier of the
ually, while some of his rivals are
Be a Feature- is rapidly, losing ground. Take it all in all the
Exposition
but carefully, building up a great situation is one of absorbing interest
for the Exposition. There to all students of politics.
organization
11.
Washington, Jan.
Among the was considerable
Government Scientists.
surprise manifested
many scientists who were drawn to when he succeeded in
John
The gathering of scientific societies
getting
Washington by the annual meeting A. Fox to leave the National Rivers
(thirty, count 'em) In Washington
For more than 50 years, Cardui has been relieving
ot the American Association for the and
Harbors Congress and cast the last week under the auspices of a
Advancement of Science were the anwoman's
sufferings, and making weak women strong and
of his aequpintance and central body, the American Associaweight
well. During this time, thousands of women have written,
thropologists, who met at the New er,ergy with the exposition.
Mr. Fox tion for the Advancement of Science,
National Museum and discussed many for five and
like Mrs. McPherson, to tell of the really surprising results
f
years was spec- gave the scientific men in the sermatters affecting the study of the 'hu- ial director of the Rivers and Harbors vice
they obtained by the use of this purely vegetable, tonic
of the Government an excellent
inman race. They expressed much
to show that, they hold a
Ccngress, where his technical skill as
remedy for women.
terest, privately, over the plan to as- a civil engineer was a great help to opportunity
Cardui strengthens, builds, restores, and relieves or prein their various capaplace
prominent
semble at San Diego on the occasion him in his work.
It is said that on cities.
The Government, has a large
vents unnecessary pain and suffering from womanly troubles.
of the great PanamaiCalifornia In- the shoulders of Mr.
Fox, more per- number of very eminent men workIf you are a woman, begin taking Cardui, today.
ternational Exposition an exhibit, con- haps than on those of any other man,
for it.
are
ing
They
doing
great
6
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooja, Tenn
sisting of representatives of as many rested the responsibility of working things for the country and they are
l9
for Special Instructions, and
bcok, "Home Treatment (or Women," sent iree. J 49
aboriginal peoples as it would be pos-- ; up and maintaining interest in the doing them in a
scientific spirit,
truly
sible to get together. Here and there
He is a native which looks more to results than to
waterways program.
scattered about the continent are the! of Louisiana, and his acquaintance rewards.
e
remnants of
powerful tribes' throughout the
South has often
New Year's Call.
end Indian nations; lonely men and proved of great aid in the working out
western steers, $1.50(1(7.25;
As
stockers
usual
New Year's was celebrated WHEAT HAS AN
women who have seen the last of their of his
He will be in Wash- In
plans.
UPWARD TILT TODAY. and feeders, p,:Mfti .3.90; cows and
Washington chiefly by the making
kindred die of pestilence, disease or ington for some weeks in close con
and
heifers. S2.00f;6.G5:
of calls.
calves, Sfl.OOft1
The Presihunger, like the ancient woman found sultation with President Collier. To- dent receiving
Will
Have Only S.75.
heade
in
dthe
list
size
his
the
cf
Republic
Argentine
many years ago, who alone survived gether they will map out a program
Market
88,000,000 Bushels for Export
38,000.
Hogs Receipts,
her race on San Clemente Island, not which will engage the undivided at- reception, but many officials and also
and social life, received. Many per-This Year.
steady to strong. Light, f5.90ffi.25;
far off the coast of California and tention of the new commissioner-at-large- .
sons are growing to look with less!
mixed, $5.90 Ci 0.37
heavy, $5.95
nearly east of San Diego.
favor on New Year calling, believing' (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) G.40; rough, $3.95fftC.10! good to
One of the most famous of these
Chinese Republic.
that it is purely farcical and a sur-- Chicago, 11!., Jan. 11. A new slash- choice heavy, $G.10(Ji 0.40; pigs, $4.85
men was Albert Ernest Jenks, Ph. D.,
It may be permissible to remark vival of times when it was
o. (!,"; bulk of sales, $G.10&6.30.
ai ing of the estimated export surplus in
Trofessor of Anthropology
at the that this paper had what proved to social and friendly custom. Itreally
would the Argentine today caused the wheat
Market
Sheep Receipts
16,000.
of
Minnesota.
Professor
University
be advance news through direct Lon- not be a surprise if a few more years market to have an upward tilt. Fig- slow. Native, $3.25(5.5.00;
western,
was
man
who
Jenks
the
brought don sources regarding the formation would see it abandoned entirely
ures from an influential source put ?3.505.00; yearlings,
$5.25ftG.25;
over to the St. Louis Exposition of the Chinese Republic, the election
the total as low as 88,000,000 bushels. Iambs, native, $4.75(37.25; western,
"whole villages of Filipinos, and colo- cf Dr. Sun to the
an
A
and
forecast of continued cold in the $5.257.40.
Presidency,
nized them for the period of the ex- epitome of what he would declare to
PLAYS
United States helped the bulls. The
Sheep Keceints, 16,000.
Market
exalmo&t
under
conditions
position
be the policy of the new government.
to
opening was
higher. May slow. Native, $3.25(5 5.00; western,
actly simulating those of their native It was predicted that tlie new governto
a
100
100
started
at
"The Lion and the Mouse.'
$:j.505.()0; yearlings,
$5.256.25;
country.
ment would make Shanghai its capito
and rose to Iambs,
While the third act of "The Lion gain of
native, $4.757.25western,
"Your idea of creating an anthropo- tal.
could
not
be
Reasons that
and the Mouse" which is to be acted 100
The close was easy,
$3.257.40.
but at the Elks' theater tomorrow
made this impracticable;
logical exhibit at San Diego," said
night lower at 100
Kansas City.
Professor Jenks to the Washington the Chinese Republic is now an ac- by the United Play Company's strongCattle-Rece- ipts,
Kansas City, Mo., an. 11
Inability of the railroads to move
Commissioner of the
complished fact, and although good est company, is generally regarded as corn
made that cereal
promptly
4,000, including 500 southhave
Exposition, "seems to me the reasons of internal
policy
the most powerful epoch in the play strong. May opened a shade to
erns. Market steady. Native steers,
We did the same caused this country to bar cheap there are many who
only logical one.
express
partialiC4
to
at
6.25; southern cows and heifers, $3.00
up
thing, as applied only to the Filipinos oriental labor from our shores' the ty for the second act in which Shirlev
The closing (54.75; native cows and heifers, $2.90
Your plan is so ambi- United States takes a broader, mare Rossmore meets "the lion of finance"' and rose to Co
at St. Louis.
56.50; stockers and feeders, $3.75
prices were steady with May
tious, and will be so valuable to scien- unselfish interest than any other coun- arm trom his own lips receives
the!
G.25; bulls, $3.505.25: calves. $4.50(5)
tific men, not to mention the general try does, and it will welcome China information that her father is to be' higher at 65
Oats were firmer, because of scorce 8.00; western steers, $4.75(57.00 west
public, that I feel a keen interest in to the ranks of Republican nations. disgraced in reputation and depleted
offerings. May started
higher at ern cows, $;5.005.00.
it.
Certainly, I expect to visit the
Political Prospects.
in purse. There is a sharp inter- 49
end went to 49
Hogs Receipts,
Market
13,000.
Exposition and study it with care."
It seems pretty certain now that change of wit in this act between the
Provisions sympathized with the up- strong. Bulk of sales, $5.90S6.25;
Colonel Roosevelt will be a candidate man who has been accustomed to ev- Interest In Indians.
One of the foremost authorities in for the presidential nomination. Presi- erybody to do his bidding and the ward tendency of quotations at the heavy, $C.20G.30; packers and butchthe world on the Indians, E. S. Cur- dent Taft will not strike his colors in mere slip ot a girl who dares oppose yards. Initial sales were a shade to ers, $C.0(IC.25; light,
$5.756.10;
5c higher, with May 10.20 for pork; pigs, $1.235.25.
tis, is touring the country "under the advance of the convention, it is said, him.
9.55 for lard; and 8.77
for ribs.
Sheep Receipts, 6,000. Market 10
to 20c higher.
Western lambs, $7.10
;
Mut ons, $3.504.73;
lambs,
ENTRIES FOR THE RACES
AT JUAREZ TOMORROW. $3.25(57.10; fed wethers, and
ings, $3.75G.00; fed ewes,

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

i

BRYANTS

Dentist.
Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red C.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment

SAY-S- O

Over

Gave Up Hope

INESSENTIAL

FOR SALE Gaited saddle
Inquire. In? Marcy Street,

n

Panama-Cal-

TAKE

The
WomarfsTonk

ROOMS FOK KENT One, three,
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
.for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room,
nice and well suited lor
boarders.

Fraternal Societies

exeep-tionall-

i

one-hal-

horse.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Wanted A girl for general houseOffice and Residence
Washingtoa
work. Address X, New Mexican.
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office iou.TB 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. aft
ROOM FOR RENT One nicely fur- 2 tyi I p. in. Evenings.
nished room. Modern conveniences,
Phone Black 47,
114 Johnson street, Mrs. C. A. Haynes.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
FOR SALE One
good
upright
Public Stenographer
a
piano in excellent, condition;
Santa Fe, N. M.
or adbig bargain. Call up black
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
dress box 375 S nta Fe.
Phone Red 162.

UN

ifornia

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, K. F. & A. Al.

A'

WANTED Capable man to sell
Regular cninmuni-"Winona Mills" hosiery and undercation first Monday
of each month at
wear direct to consumer, in Santa Fe,
Masonic - Hall
Las Vegas, Rato nand other territory.
a
7.30.
Permanent business and good income
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
to right party.
Dave V. Fine, Mgr.,
CHAS. E. JUNNEY.. Secreia.-y- .
Roswcll, New Mex.

j

i

1. R. A. M.

convocation second
Monday of each moEtli
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

a'i

i

1

PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe ixidge of
Perfection No. 1, 14ta
degree. Ancient and AcNew Mexico
Las Cruces,
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets oa
E. C ABBOTT
the third Monday of each monta
Attorney-al-La7:30 o'clock in th
evening la
jat
Practice in the District ana
Masonic Hall, south
side of
Courts.
Prompt and careful Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons arePlaza,
coi
attention given to all business.
Invited to attend.
New Mexico idlally
Banta Fe,
S. G.
32.
u

c

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court'
and gives special uttciittan to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M.

c

in the house.
These tender bits of toasted
corn are served direct from the
package with cream or hot milk
and make a delightful dish for
any meal.
Post

ands

Toasties are a ready-cooke- d
food used in thous.
of homes
because they

are

Delicious

Convenient!
Economical!

"The

Memory Lingers

"

Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Secretary.

a p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge

its regular session oa
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and
welcome.
CARL, A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

HARRY D. MOULTON
J. D. SENA,

Secretary.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent,

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

G. L. O.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoman
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thur

Land Claims and Contests a Speclaltj

lf

t,

-

one-hal-

i

e

Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY

No,

460, B. P. O. E. holds

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico
Ias Vegas,

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican! 5.25.
Omaha.
Jaurez, Mex., Jan. 11. Entries lor
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 11.- - -- Cattle
tomorrow:
Market
3,700.
Receipts,
active
First race, purse, colts two years
old, three furlongs. Pat Gannon, 10!); strong. Native steers, $5.25?7.??0;
Moller, Hubei, feckless Lad, Palatu cows and heifers, $3.25(55.90; western
steers,
bio, 112; HaW.hron, 121; Jo in Hirie, steers, $3.S$G.40; Texas
$3.80(36.40; Texas steers, $j.50(i.30;
1.'2.
Second race rolling, five and one-ha- range cows and heifers, $!.005 20;
stockers and
furlongs, t'amarada, :i0, Mora-ligh- canners, $2.853.65;
calves, tS.5')D
93; Error, 95; X Lady Stalwart, feeders, $3.256.00:
97; X Earlei.e, 101; Daetjlis. Orba 7.75; bulls, stags, etc., $3.505 25.
Cotton.
Smile, 10C; Genimell, Lyt-Ivmsht,
New York. Jan. 11. Cotton s'not
Salvage, Hidden Hand, John H. Shee-haclosed steady, 20 points higher. Mid
113; Hanis,
Waner, 10S;
dling uplands 9.65;
114.
Middling
gulf
Third race selling, one mile. Boo-ge- r 9.90. Sales 2,100 bales.
battle, sleepland, 90; Boana, Rake,
THE DANGER OF LA GRIPPE.
XjiBit of Fortune, 105; Ben Uncas, Is its fatal
tendency to pneumonia.
jhsprision, Little Jane, Figent, 108; To cure
your la grippe coughs take
Wicket, 110.
Foley's Honey and Tar Comnound.
Fourth race, handicap, one mile. R.
E. Fisher, Washington, Kas., says:
John
93;
Startler,
Louis, 102; Injury, I was troubled with a severe attack
125.
110; Meadow,
of la grippe that threatened nneumo- f
Fifth race, selling five and
nia. A friend advised Foley's Honey
X Lady Macy, 94; Bob and Tar
furlongs.
Compound and I got relief
105;
103;
Lynch,
Balronia, Nimbus,
after taking the first few doses. I took
X
Dr. Dougherty, three bottles and
Metropolitan, 10G;
my la grippe was
John Griffin II., 107; Gold Finn, 111; cured." Get the genuine, in the yelThistle Bell, 115.
low package.
For sale by all drugSixth race, selling one mile an da gists.
CasX
sixteenth.
Crossover, 9G; Don
ter, 101; Azo, 103; Dutch Rock, FlySnow for Tonight Snow and a cold
wave are predicted for tonight and toing Feet, 104; Juan, 10G.
X Apprentice allowance.
night and tomorrow although today is
aj sunshiny and warm as yesterday
vben the maximum temnerature was
45 degrees, while last night the minimum was 23 degrees. However, dur-innf nn
the nieht nne
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 11. Lead firm ii ch of precipitation in the shape of
snow ion.
4.354.37
Spelter firm 4.40.
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo. , Jan. 11. Wool
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
steady; territory and western medi- was recorded this morning in the ofums 1618c; fine mediums 1517c; fice of M. A. Ortiz, clerk of the profine 1015c.
bate court, from Barbarita Tenorio de
Chavez to Juan Atencio and Mrs.
Chicago.
Chicago, III., Jan. 11. Cattle Rehis wife. The deed is for land
ceipts, 8,500. Market steady. Beeves, located in Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe.
:
S4.758.50; Texas steers, 4.305.85; The consideration was $50.00.

MARKETJ(EPORT

!

j

CARTWRIGHT,
Venerable Master,
HENRY F, STEPHENS, 32

C. W. Q. WARD

t,

PosfcTastfies

p. m.

Attorneys-nt-La-

a

Breakfast Is
Always Ready
With

-

Practice in ue Distrl t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.

8

6L3-47-8-

conclave fourth Mooday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: SO

- "wsr..."

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

for-see- n

c

-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

8

Panama-Californi-

Santa Fe Commander
No. 1, K. T. Regular

CARDS
vr.--

c

8

i

Santa Fe Chapter Ne.
Regular

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and typewrites guar
Ex
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change. Phone 231.

one-tim-

fflPUIQS.

in

Chas. R. Easley
EASLFY.

&,

days. Fireman's
Hall. H. Voremau,

Attorneys at Law.
Practice in th courts and befort
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Esun-cia- ,

A. E. P. Robinson,

Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Alaria.

N. M.

Santa Fe Camp
M.

Attorneys-at-Law-

W.

13514,

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

meets second

.

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,

cial

S$r

i

bors welcome.

H. L. ORTIZ,

A.

Toes-da- y

each month, s
meeting tLirt

Hall. Vistinir nelab.

L. G.

WHITTIER. ConsuL
Attorney and counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts n CHAS. A. RISING; Clerk.
the Territory.
New Mexlc FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMSanta Fe
POUND "CURES IN EVERY
CASE."
Mr. Jas. McCaffery, Mgr., of the
Sehlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recommends Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, because it cures in every case.
".' have used it myself and I have recommended it to many others who
have since told me of its great curative power in diseases of the throat
ard lungs." For all coughs and colds
i'. ia speedily effective.
For sale by
all druggists.

PROBEHT & COMPANY
Investments
Latrls, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks ol
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise.
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Tawi county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,
1

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Are You a Seller?

as,

advertise-

DON GASPAR ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
AVE
on (he market effectively. It will put
Phone, 220 Red
the facts of your property before the
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA eyes of all possible buyei.

RESIDENCE

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P. M'

I

Try a New Mexican want ad.
brings results.

10

a-

signor Anthony Fourchegu

Phone
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No.

F. Andrews

4.

Phone No. L

ME

BOUND

GAILY

vicar-gen-oral-

UP.

GROCERIES.
We have everything. Imported and Domestic.

j
;

j

1

j

BAKERY.

The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
W afers, Macaroons, Buns, Rolls, etc.

MARKET.
We handle nothing but the Best Packing House Goods
Meats, Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good supply of Poultry Hens, Springs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
market.
fact, everything usually carried in a first-class

lucky coupon, and the one drawing it
will have to be a responsible person,
.That is, educate it, raise it as a good
parent, and above all, give it a cheer- nil home. If the parties are not re- Sponsible than it's to go to an outsider
who he knows end he will be satisfied,
that it has the proper home.

:

Big double show and .free .dance.
New Sta'e tonight
If you must have your hands in
water, then protect them with rubber
WEATHER FORECAST.
Prevents chapping and rough-j gloves.
V
Jnn. 11.
Denver, Colo.,
'ness. Get them at zook s. .
N Colorado:
Local snow tonight
New Law Firm A copartnership
and Friday; colder tonight.
NOTICE.
!for the general practice of law lias
New Mexico: Local snow in
for the practice
The,
been entered into betweta A. H. Ken- north and east portions tonight
of law heretofore existing between A.
and Friday, fair in southwt&t Sjehan and E. R. Wright, ,'orr..er associ-- j
B Renehan and E. P. Davies has been
S portion, colder, with cold wave Vate justice of the supreme couit of
dissolved by mutual consent.
of
came
firm
rnder
Ntw
the
X
Mexico,
in southeast portion.
A. B. RENEHAN.
will
and
Renehan
They
Wright
E. P. DAVIES.
maintain offices in the Capital City
nj ht
We Can Design that gown for you. Bank building in the Quarters former-a
New
Mexican
wsdnegd
hjs
Want Ad, it
Try
Jan. 17th, to holder of the brings results.
The W. H. Goebel Co.
ly occupied by Renelisn aud Davies.
MUlVe
'vnUni
theatre,
as
known
new firm
A Biograph Drama "The Unveiling."
cotton rags
WANTED Clean
land Cleveland and will maintain offifour cents per pound. New Mexican
ces in the quarters formerly occupied
.
office.
union
The Week of Prayer-T- he
build.
the o)d firm n the
toNew
at
State
Chacon
Pedro
See
Order your flowers now for the
prayer services oi the Presbyterian
and Methodist churches will be held
E
night.
T.
INAUGURAL BALL
A.
on
the
Tpains LateAU trains
If It's Your Fancy to have a particuthis evening in the Methodist church ; an(J g p R R are rel,orted many
at
the
lar kind of tooth brush, go to Zook's a. 7: 30. ttev. f . u. senauo oi me hours behind their schedules: No. 3,
Located One Block East from the Old San Miguel Church.
Pharmacy for it.
Presbyterian Mission Schools is the seven hours late; No. 4, five hours;
PRICES:
Again Tonight, the Pathe Weekly iader. Subject, "Home Missions." No. 8, six hours, No. 9, six hours; No.
at the Elks
Remember the illustrated lecture at 7 is
. . . $2.50 to $12.00 per dozen
on time. The heaviest
American
reported
Beauties,
Overshoes for your horses can be the Methodist church Friday night.
1.50 to 2.50 "
snows thus far this winter are reportRoses, Pink and White, . .
had at Goebels.
Rev. George E. Farnam of Denver will
2.00 to 3.00 "
Roses, Red
Leased Dr. lecture on "A Tnp Around the World ed in western Kansas and Colorado,
Residence
Closson
"
and the railroad officials are unable
Carnations, Red, Pink & Wnite, 1.00 to 1.50 "
Thomas A. McCarthy has le;is;it the With the American
Bible Society." to
schedules
when
the
state
regular
.
.
1.25
.
Yellow Snap Dragons,
Closson property on New Yorl;
Admission free.
will be resumed.
1.00
Narcissus,
Pedro Chacon King of the Mexican
anExamination
is
It
Teachers'
1.00
of the Va ley, .
WANTED Unfurnished, house of 4 Wizard tonight. New State.
Lilys
nounced by John V. Conway, county
25c and 50c per bunch
or 5 roo:ns modern; no children. Ad. .
Violets,
Measles
pub:;c school
Epidemic The
superintendent, that the middress S. Young, P. 0. Box 231.
school of Galisteo, district No. S, was
for
R.
V. BOYLE, Manager.
apexaminations
12.
Black
teachers'
winter
Phone
Decoration Committee Take Notice closed yesterday for ten d.iys by
second and third
for
first,
plicants
commit
decoration
The inaugural
County School Superintendent John
tee is to meet at the Palace oi the V. Conway, acting on tins aJvic of
Governors on Saturday forenoon at the school directors, wh ) repoit a se9:30 o'clock to decorate the interior. vere
epidemic of measles in the disAll members urged to be on duty.
trict. The report was brought to SanAll new pictures
and vaudeville. ta Fe by Pedro Ortiz, one of the dir
New State tonight.
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The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

IN THE WORLD

Wd have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."
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SPITZ, THE JEWELER
Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.
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Saddles and Bridles
Ranges willi Reservoirs
.. Golden Oak
Buffet,

"

Combination

"

Marble Top Cen. Table

"Dprioftb Edge is

One Roll Top Desk

One Typewriter Desk,

All Go At

QyunrPiEPce'

Bookcase

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.

Bargains

PHONE 56 BLACK, SANTA FE, N. M.

Phone. Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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CLOTHES FOR MEN

ON TAILOR-MAD- E

AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.
Our many
Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

TAILORING

3

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

$ 5.00
1

CLOTHES is well
Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADknown to you all that we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the hand
The patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.
E

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price
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This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
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MEN AND W0MEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands.
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WE WILL MAKE YOU AN
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$ 1 7.50

UP-TO-DA- TE

doll Tight Hart Schaffner

&
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DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
V

